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Under the Tuscan Sun meets the wide-open sea . . . An Embarrassment of Mangoes is a
delicious chronicle of leaving the type-A lifestyle behind -- and discovering the seductive secrets
of life in the Caribbean.Who hasn’t fantasized about chucking the job, saying goodbye to the rat
race, and escaping to some exotic destination in search of sun, sand, and a different way of life?
Canadians Ann Vanderhoof and her husband, Steve did just that.In the mid 1990s, they were
driven, forty-something professionals who were desperate for a break from their deadline-
dominated, career-defined lives. So they quit their jobs, rented out their house, moved onto a 42-
foot sailboat called Receta (“recipe,” in Spanish), and set sail for the Caribbean on a two-year
voyage of culinary and cultural discovery.In lavish detail that will have you packing your swimsuit
and dashing for the airport, Vanderhoof describes the sun-drenched landscapes, enchanting
characters and mouthwatering tastes that season their new lifestyle. Come along for the ride and
be seduced by Caribbean rhythms as she and Steve sip rum with their island neighbors, hike
lush rain forests, pull their supper out of the sea, and adapt to life on “island time.”Exchanging
business clothes for bare feet, they drop anchor in 16 countries -- 47 individual islands -- where
they explore secluded beaches and shop lively local markets. Along the way, Ann records the
delectable dishes they encounter -- from cracked conch in the Bahamas to curried lobster in
Grenada, from Dominican papaya salsa to classic West Indian rum punch -- and incorporates
these enticing recipes into the text so that readers can participate in the adventure.Almost as
good as making the journey itself, An Embarrassment of Mangoes is an intimate account that
conjures all the irresistible beauty and bounty from the Bahamas to Trinidad -- and just may
compel you to make a rash decision that will land you in paradise.

From Publishers WeeklyNguyen, author of Into the Vietnamese Kitchen, celebrates a wide array
of dough-wrapped treats from China, Vietnam, Japan, Philippines, India and Korea in this
lavishly photographed homage to the not-so-humble dumpling. She divides her treasure trove of
recipes by dough type, including filled pastas, thin skins, stuffed buns, rich pastries and more.
Japanese pork and shrimp pot stickers, Filipino chicken and egg buns, and spicy potato
samosas whet the appetite and show the diversity of the offerings she provides. Line drawings
highlight shaping techniques to make half-moons, pea pods, crescents and footballs. Nguyen
includes recipes for making dough and wrappers from scratch, including rice sheet batter, wheat
starch dough and basic dough, among others. She also showcases dessert dumplings such as
fried banana spring rolls, and milk dumplings in cardamom and saffron syrup. Sections on
sauces, seasoning and stocks, key ingredients and essential equipment round out a superb
collection. This alluring and attractive book will appeal to a wide audience of home cooks and
trained chefs. 75 full-color photos. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of



Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.ReviewIACP Cookbook Award finalistOne of NPR's Best
Cookbooks of 2009“Asian Dumplings is full of inspiration for vegetarians and non-vegetarians
alike. Samosas, lumpia, pot stickers, momo, gyōza, wontons, and bāo in one volume? And
diagrams for all the folding techniques? Thank you, Andrea.” –Heidi Swanson, author of Super
Natural Cooking“If it's a small, succulent parcel encased in dough, pastry, batter, or leaves from
anywhere between India and Polynesia, you'll find a recipe and crystal-clear instructions for
making it with Andrea Nguyen's Asian Dumplings.” —Cooking Light, Favorite Cookbooks,
2010"Nguyen, author of Into the Vietnamese Kitchen, celebrates a wide array of dough-wrapped
treats from China, Vietnam, Japan, Philippines, India and Korea in this lavishly photographed
homage to the not-so-humble dumpling. . .Line drawings highlight shaping techniques to make
half-moons, pea pods, crescents and footballs. Sections on sauces, seasoning and stocks, key
ingredients and essential equipment round out a superb collection. This alluring and attractive
book will appeal to a wide audience of home cooks and trained chefs." —Publishers
Weekly“Until I began cooking from this remarkable book I had no idea that preparing Asian
dumplings was so easy and so satisfying. Andrea Nguyen’s latest work is authoritative, fun, and
filled with recipes that yield insanely delicious results.” –James Oseland, editor in chief of Saveur
and author of Cradle of Flavor“I was truly excited when I first picked up this book, a feeling that
quickly turned to awe. Andrea Nguyen introduces you to Asian dumplings you never knew
existed, makes you feel that you can’t live until you try them, then takes your hand and, in
admirably lucid detail, shows you exactly how to make them. Asian Dumplings is destined to
become a classic–it’s already an instant must-have for any Asian food lover.” –John Thorne,
author of Outlaw Cook and Mouth Wide Open“Andrea Nguyen has done a remarkable job of
guiding us through the world of Asian dumplings, sharing their history and evolution and
providing plenty of user-friendly recipes. This beautiful cookbook will make you want to throw a
dumpling-making party every time you turn the page.”–Corinne Trang, author of Essentials of
Asian Cuisine and Noodles Every Day“Andrea’ s humor, enthusiasm, and comforting
pragmatism make me want to bolt into my kitchen to knead and roll and wrap and steam and
bake and fry and, best of all, gobble. This book will make you very, very hungry.” –Niloufer
Ichaporia King, author of My Bombay KitchenFrom the Publisher* The first and only cookbook
on making authentic versions of the most popular East Asian, Southeast Asian, and South Asian
dumplings, including Chinese dim sum favorites.* Features more than 75 step-by-step line
illustrations and full-color styled food shots.* Andrea Nguyen's first book, INTO THE
VIETNAMESE KITCHEN, demonstrated her unique ability to interpret Asian cooking styles for
American cooks.About the AuthorANDREA NGUYEN is an author, teacher, and consultant
based in the San Francisco Bay Area. Born in Vietman, she came to the United States at the age
of six. Her first book, a children’s book, chronicles that journey. She has written a number of
acclaimed cookbooks, including Into the Vietnamese Kitchen, Asian Dumplings, and The Banh
Mi Handbook. Her food writing has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, Cooking Light, Lucky
Peach, Saveur, and Rodale’s Organic Life, where she is a contributing editor.Excerpt. ©



Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionDumplings make people smile. At their
core, they are fun, uncomplicated, wonderfully satisfying foods that can be enjoyed with a crowd
or savored in solitude. They’re reminders of good times–preparing them for family, noshing on
them with friends, or queuing up for them with great anticipation. The individual dough morsels,
diminutive pouches, and leaf-wrapped packages contain treasures that never fail to please the
palate.I’ve enjoyed a dumpling-filled life since my youth. One of the first cooking assignments my
mother gave me (after cooking rice) was folding wontons. After all, we ate rice daily and
frequently ate fried wontons and wontons in soup. My mother was smart to figure out that a
precocious ten-year-old was perfect for these elementary but crucial family kitchen
duties.Making batches of 150 to 200 wontons became part of my life, and I rarely thought of it as
drudgery. I rather liked folding different shapes and devising new methods to make the work go
faster and better. I didn’t always work alone; sometimes my siblings and I challenged one
another to see who could fold the prettiest wontons or pleated pot stickers.We used premade
wrappers for Chinese-style dumplings because they were readily available, but there was no
such convenience for Vietnamese dumplings. Those were my mother’s specialty, and she
prepared hers fromscratch to ensure that our family had the tastes of our homeland. Treats such
as bánh ít (Steamed Sticky Rice Dumplings with Shrimp and Pork, page 168) were part of my
options for both breakfast and afternoon snacks. We also exchanged gifts of homemade
Vietnamese dumplings with family and friends–we all knew they were hard to come by in the
United States.I’ve probably eaten as many Asian dumplings “out” as I have at home. My father
regularly piled us into our Buick Estate Wagon and drove over an hour to Chinatown in Los
Angeles for Saturday morning dim sum. In the restaurants’ din, I listened carefully for the
dumpling ladies’ melodious calls as they made their rounds of the tables: har gow, siu mai, char
siu bao–the Cantonese names of perennial favorites (shrimp dumplings, cook-and-sell
dumplings, and roasted pork buns, respectively).During a yearlong fellowship in Hong Kong in
the early 1990s, I explored first-rate dim sum houses, experienced for the first time wondrous
translucent Chiu Chow Dumplings (page 137) filled with a nutty surf-and-turf mixture, and
nibbled on magnificent tiny steamed buns on a trip to Yunnan province in China. I observed
professional dumpling cooks whenever possible, and upon returning to the United States, not
only did I continue to seek out more Asian dumplings, I also began experimenting with making
Chinese and other styles of wrappers from scratch. I asked my mother about Vietnamese
dumplings, their fillings, dough, and cooking techniques. It wasn’t long before I realized that
there were many similarities among the dumplings enjoyed in Asia.I studied cookbooks for tips
and keys to unlock the world of Asian dumplings. My skills improved through lots of trial-and-
error, as there was no publication dedicated to Asian dumplings and cooking classes on the
subject were extremely rare. The dough and rolling techniques were hard to figure out at first,
and I made plenty of blunders, but my clumsy-looking results always at least tasted good. In fact,
over my years of eating and cooking, and especially through the process of polishing the recipes
for this book, the most important insights I’ve gained are these:• Asian dumplings don’t have to



look pretty to taste fabulous.• With few exceptions, there are numerous ways to fold and shape a
dumpling.• Practice is the way to mastery, but you really don’t have to lead a dumpling-obsessed
life to learn to make them well.• You get to eat your mistakes! Enjoy them as much as you do
your successes.Defining Asia and Asian DumplingsAsia is either huge or humongous,
depending on where you draw the defining boundaries. Though the Middle East, Turkey, the
Central Asian republics, and most of Russia are, geographically speaking, part of Asia, the
recipes in this book come from the three subregions of East Asia, Southeast Asia, and South
Asia. A good number of the dumplings from this vast swathe of territory have Chinese roots, as
the Middle Kingdom’s preparations begot many others throughout Asia, and because
Cantonese dim sum is popular all over Asia and abroad wherever there are large Asian
populations.But what exactly is a dumpling in the Asian context? Many English speakers
categorize Asian-filled pastas, such as pot stickers and wontons, as dumplings, but in actuality
the concept of the dumpling does not exist in the Asian culinary framework.In the same vein as
Shu Xi (if many hundreds of years later), acclaimed Chinese cookbook author Irene Kuo
described pot stickers, siu mai, wontons, egg rolls, buns, and the like as “dough stuffs” in her
classic 1977 work The Key to Chinese Cooking. In the Vietnamese repertoire, such foods
belong in the immense category of bánh. Similarly, kuih is the Malay term attached to a large
category of savory and sweet cakes, pastries, and dumplings. An Indian vada can be described
as a fritter, doughnut, cake, or dumpling.Ambiguity aside, all dumplings share certain
characteristics. They are simple foods with few social pretensions. On occasion they feature
meat or seafood, but for the most part, they involve dough made from staple grains, legumes, or
vegetables, along with water, salt, and, sometimes, leaven. It is the humble nature of dumplings
that steals people’s hearts.After spending much time pondering, researching, and preparing
these foods, I can conclude that for the purposes of this book, Asian dumplings include savory
and sweet dishes that are made from balls of dough, or are small parcels of food encased in
pastry, dough, batter, or leaves. As you can imagine, there are endless possibilities, and the
recipes herein offer a broad sampling to hone your skills and whet your appetite for more.Why
Make Wrappers from Scratch?Commercially made wonton, pot sticker, egg roll, and spring roll
skins are readily available in the refrigerated section of most supermarkets, but there is a
marked difference in the end results when you make the wrappers from scratch. Many cooks
cannot fathom preparing Asian dumplings without the store-bought skins; but in fact, there are
Asian cooks who could not imagine dumplings without homemade ones.I could not present a
pan-Asian collection of dumplings if the focus was on pre-made wrappers because that would
narrowly limit recipes to certain Chinese or Chinese-inspired preparations. The world of Asian
dumplings is vast, and you can only begin to taste and experience the multitude of dumplings if
you venture beyond the skins available on grocery store shelves. Asian dumpling masters,
whether professionals or home cooks, take pride in making their own skins and dough. With a
little guidance, you can too. Additionally, after you’ve made dumplings from scratch, you will
become a more informed dumpling diner, as you’ll have a deeper understanding of what goes



into making stupendous ones.Fresh wrappers are easier to prepare and to work with than
people think, as they do not need to be moistened to seal. They also stretch and are very
forgiving, yielding to your pulling, pleating, and pinching. Surprisingly, many dough ingredients
are available at regular supermarkets, while specialty flours and starches are standard items at
Asian markets. You may not always have time to make dumpling wrappers from scratch, which is
why there are “Lazy Day Tips” scattered in this book to guide you when you want to substitute
store-bought skins.A Cook’s Guide to This BookTo direct you toward success, the recipes in this
book are arranged in a progressive manner. Chapters are organized by dough types to help you
focus and develop your skills. A master dough or batter recipe often leads, and recipes with
different fillings and cooking methods follow.The collection begins with dumplings encased in a
basic wrapper made of all-purpose flour and water. If you then add egg, leaven or fat, you can
create more complex doughs for knockout thin wonton skins, pillowy stuff-ed buns, and flaky
pastries. After the section on dumplings based on wheat-flour dough, subsequent chapters
focus on dumplings that employ less familiar ingredients, such as wheat starch, tapioca starch,
and legumes and tubers. Interspersed among those recipes are a few that use banana leaf as
an inedible wrapper that imparts special fragrance and flavor. See “Tips for Success” on page 19
for specific hints on using the recipes.Use the drawings in this book to help you shape
dumplings, but also look online at Asiandumplingtips.com for additional assistance in the form of
photos and video. You’ll be able to obtain extra information, pose questions, and share
knowledge.Essential and Handy EquipmentYou will need basic kitchen equipment and a few
modestly priced additions to prepare the recipes in this book. Sharp knives make fast work of
prepping filling ingredients; the Japanese-style santoku and usuba knives are great for
producing thin slices and fine cuts. A food processor, an electric mini-chopper, and a spice
grinder (or electric coffee grinder reserved for spices) are all great time-savers for making
dumplings.To this battery of equipment, I encourage you to add three essential tools for
preparing Asian dumplings: a wooden-dowel rolling pin, a Chinese steamer, and a
scale.Wooden-Dowel Rolling Pin Producing delicate round wrappers for dumplings is faster and
much easier with a skinny, lightweight wooden rolling pin. One hand works the pin in short
downward strokes while the other hand rotates the dough to create a thin, delicate wrapper. You
can’t do this quickly and efficiently with the standard Western rolling pin. Look for the Asian
rolling pins at housewares and restaurant supply shops in Asian enclaves. They come in
different widths, but one that is about 3/4 inch thick is standard. Or, go to a home improvement
or hardware store and have a 12-inch section cut from a 3/4-inch-thick dowel. Before using it,
lightly sand the dowel to ensure a smooth surface.Chinese Steamer There are various ways to
improvise the Chinese steaming process–ranging from crisscrossing chopsticks in a wok and
balancing a plate of food on top to using recycled tin cans and a Western collapsible metal
vegetable steaming basket–but the best tool for cooking dumplings is an actual Chinese
steamer. It is an ingenious, well-thought-out piece of equipment that has been indispensable to
Asian cooks for eons.A metal Chinese steamer costs about $50; a bamboo steamer set costs



roughly half as much. Years ago, these pieces of equipment were hard to find; but nowadays,
they are widely available at Asian markets and cookware shops and online.Made of aluminum or
stainless steel, a multitiered metal steamer comprises a large bottom pan; two sturdy, stackable
trays for holding the food to be cooked; and a domed lid. The bottom is lightweight, allowing you
to bring lots of water to a boil quickly and keep it going without having to replenish the water
often. The trays are perforated, usually with holes the size of peas or smaller, to allow steam to
jet upward to cook the food. The lid’s shape allows steam to circulate and condensation to drip
down the sides of the steamer, not onto the food cooking on the trays.I grew up cooking with a
metal steamer, and I like them because they are durable and easy to clean. However, they are
not as attractive as old-fashioned bamboo steamers, which can be taken directly from stovetop
to table. Bamboo steamers are prone to mildew, burning, and falling apart, but those
disadvantages can mostly be overcome if you wash and dry them carefully. During steaming, the
bamboo absorbs excess moisture so there is no worry about condensation dripping down onto
the food. When a bamboo steamer is new, it lends a subtle fragrance to dumplings,
too.Traditionally, one cooks with a bamboo steamer by placing it directly in a wok filled with
water, but that method robs the wok of its hard-earned patina. I prefer to use a large (5 or 6-
quart) pot or stockpot and place a round, perforated pizza pan or Chinese steamer rack atop.
The width of the pot should be the same or a bit bigger than the steamer, and some overhang of
the pan or rack is fine so long as the steamer tray covers all the holes. Then I stack the bamboo
steamer trays atop for cooking. If you own both metal and bamboo steamers, combine the two:
put thebamboo trays directly on top of the bottom pan of water, if they fit; or put the bamboo trays
inside or on top of the metal ones.In purchasing a metal steamer, select one with 12-inch-wide
trays. I prefer stainless steel to aluminum. Ten-inch-wide bamboo steamers work best with most
pots; if your setup for boiling water (whether a wok, a stockpot, or the bottom of a metal steamer)
is wide enough, go for one with 12-inch-wide steamer trays. If you can individually select the
bamboo steamer trays and lid, stack them together to ensure they fit together snugly before
purchasing them. The trays should feel weighty, and the lid should be tightly woven. See the
Resources section (page 226) for online vendors if you can’t find one nearby.Scale You may
consider weighing ingredients to be restrictive and fussy, but weighing flours and starches will
enable you to more consistently produce good dumpling dough. Methods of measuring by
volume can yield significant variance, but a scale never lies. Digital scales are highly accurate,
affordable, and easy to find at housewares shops. For the dry ingredient weights provided in the
recipes, I used the scoop-and-level method to determine the volume equivalents.Handy Tools
and Helpful Gadgets Traditionally, rolling out the wrappers was done entirely by hand with
wooden-dowel rolling pins, with old and young pitching in as a group to move things along. But a
number of Asian home cooks have recently taken to using a Mexican tortilla press to make
round dumpling wrappers. Made from cast aluminum, plastic, or wood, and reasonably priced,
tortilla presses can be found at Latino grocers and online.For the thin signature skins of
wontons, siu mai, and egg rolls, a pasta machine yields remarkable results. With minimal skill,



you can produce thin, supple skins that best store-bought ones. All that’s required is repeatedly
passing the dough through the machine’s smooth metal rollers.Restaurant supply and
housewares shops in Chinatown are among my favorite places to visit. You can find all kinds of
nifty, inexpensive tools there. If you venture to one, look for a bamboo dumpling spatula, a terrific
gadget for scooping up dumpling fillings and depositing them onto wrappers without sticking.
Admittedly, you can use a dinner knife or fork, but the little spatula (about $3) is a neat, old-
fashioned tool.Korean Meat and Vegetable DumplingsGun ManduMakes 32 dumplings, serving
4 as a main course, 6 to 8 as a snack or starterMeat and vegetable dumplings such as these are
a standard offering at Korean dumpling and noodle shops. A favorite way to enjoy them is
poached in broth for a warming mandu guk soup (page 49), but they are equally fabulous when
fried.However, don’t expect the standard Chinese pot sticker. Korean cooks like to panfry at least
two sides of their dumplings for a greater amount of crispy-chewy goodness. When made with
extra chewy dough comprised of wheat and sweet rice flour, the dumplings are even tastier. Gun
mandu may also be quickly deep-fried in 11/4 inches of oil heated to 350°F for 2 to 3 minutes
total; the resulting pebbled golden skin is a delightful reminder of American frozen egg roll
snacks.Filling1 cup bean sprouts (about 3 ounces)6 ounces firm tofu2 large scallions (white and
pale green parts, reserve dark green part for dipping sauce), finely chopped1/4 cup finely
chopped yellow onion2 large cloves garlic, minced and crushed into a paste1 teaspoon grated
fresh ginger, or 1 tablespoon finely minced fresh ginger1/2 pound ground beef (chuck preferred)
or ground pork (fattier kind preferred), coarsely chopped to loosenScant 1/2 teaspoon salt1/2
teaspoon black pepper11/2 tablespoons Korean, Japanese, or light (regular) soy sauce2
teaspoons sesame oil1 pound Basic Dumpling Dough (page 22) or Extra Chewy Dough (page
23)Canola oil, for panfrying2/3 cup Korean Dipping Sauce (page 215)1. To make the filling,
blanch the bean sprouts in a saucepan of boiling water for about 20 seconds, or until no longer
stiff. Drain, rinse with cold water, and drain again. Use your hands to squeeze excess water from
the sprouts. Chop thesprouts into 1/4-inch lengths and put in a bowl.2. To expel water from the
tofu, put it in a cotton (not terry cloth) kitchen towel. Gather the towel up and, standing over a
sink, firmly squeeze on the tofu. Unwrap the towel and add the crumbled tofu to the bean
sprouts. Use the dull edge of a knife or plastic dough scraper, if needed, to remove the tofu from
the towel. Use a fork or spatula to mash any remaining chunks of tofu. Add the scallions, onion,
garlic, ginger, and meat to the bean sprouts and tofu. Stir and lightly mash the ingredients so
that they start commingling.3. In a small bowl, stir together the salt, pepper, soy sauce, and
sesame oil. Pour the seasonings over the meat and vegetable mixture, then stir and fold the
ingredients together. Break up any large chunks of beef and briskly stir to blend the ingredients
into a cohesive, thick mixture. To develop the flavors, cover with plastic wrap and set aside at
room temperature for 30 minutes, or refrigerate overnight and return to room temperature for
dumpling assembly. Makes about 2 cups.4. Meanwhile, form 16 wrappers from half of the dough.
Aim for wrappers that are about 31/4 inches in diameter (see page 24).5. Before assembling the
dumplings, line a baking sheet with parchment paper. (If you plan to refrigerate the dumplings for



several hours, or freeze them, lightly dust the paper with flour to avoid sticking.) Hold a wrapper
in a slightly cupped hand. Scoop up about 1 tablespoon of filling with a bamboo dumpling
spatula, dinner knife, or fork and position it slightly off-center toward the upper half of the
wrapper, pressing and shaping it into a flat mound and keeping about 1/2 to 3/4 inch of wrapper
clear on all sides. Fold, pleat, and press to enclose the filling and create a half-moon, pea pod,
or pleated crescent shape (see pages 26 to 29). Place the finished dumpling on the prepared
baking sheet. Repeat with the other wrappers, placing the finished dumplings on the baking
sheet at least 1/2 inch apart. Cover the dumplings with a dry towel as you form wrappers from
the remaining dough and fill them.Assembled dumplings can be covered with plastic wrap,
refrigerated for several hours, and cooked straight from the refrigerator. Or, freeze them on their
baking sheet until hard (about 1 hour), transfer them to a zip-top freezer bag, pressing out
excess air before sealing, and keep them frozen for up to 1 month; partially thaw, using your
finger to smooth over any cracks that may have formed during freezing, before cooking.6. To
panfry the dumplings, use a medium or large nonstick skillet; if both sizes are handy, cook two
batches at the same time. Heat the skillet over medium-high heat and add enough oil to film the
bottom. Add the dumplings, one at a time, placing them on one of their sides. Don’t let the
dumplings touch. Fry the dumplings for 1 to 2 minutes, until they are golden or light brown on the
one side. Using chopsticks, and maybe a spatula, too, turn each dumpling to brown another
side, 1 to 2 minutes longer.7. Holding the lid close to the skillet to lessen the dramatic effect of
water hitting hot oil, use a kettle or measuring cup to add water to a depth of roughly 1/4 inch;
you will use about 1/3 cup water for each skillet. The water will immediately sputter and boil
vigorously. Cover the skillet with a lid or aluminum foil, lower the heat to medium, and let the
water bubble away until it is mostly gone, 8 to 10 minutes. After 6 to 8 minutes, move the lid or
foil so that it is slightly ajar to allow steam to shoot out from underneath. This lessens the drama
of condensation dripping down onto the hot oil when you remove the lid.8. When you hear
sizzling noises, remove the lid. Let the dumplings fry for another 1 to 2 minutes, until the bottoms
are brown and crisp. (At this point, you can also brown the third side, if you want.) Turn off the
heat, wait for the cooking action to cease, and then use a spatula to transfer the dumplings to a
serving plate. Display them with their crisp sides facing up.9. Serve with the dipping sauce in a
communal bowl for people to help themselves, or divided up among individual rice bowls or
large dipping sauce dishes. Eat these with chopsticks in one hand and a spoon or rice bowl in
the other to catch any drips.Read more
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BrowniesREFERENCESACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORFor SteveAs I write this,
back in the real world, back in an office, back home, back up against a deadline, I glance down
at the mousepad to my right, and I am filled once again with powerful longing. The pad is printed
with a picture of a laughing woman stripping off a wetsuit on a golden beach. Her hair is streaked
blond, her shoulders broad on an otherwise slender frame, muscular shoulders that look like
they know how to work. She is completely relaxed, and radiates happiness. The slice of beach in
the photo is deserted—pristine, private, no one and nothing on it, except for a pile of snorkeling
gear in the sand at the woman’s feet. Behind her, the sea is turquoise glass, on which sits a lone



boat with a white hull and a tall mast that has impaled the sky’s single puffy white cloud like
cotton candy on a stick.The woman does not appear to be looking at anyone, to even realize
that her photo is being taken. She is just plain damn happy.That woman is me.Island TimeThe
market ladies sell spice necklaces—garlands of cloves, cinnamon bark, bay leaves, cocoa
beans, mace, and nutmeg—that are irresistible. I now have them hanging all around the boat,
making it smell spicy and delicious. Mangoes are in season, and literally falling off the trees—an
embarrassment of mangoes, to someone from the north. We feel duty bound to try as many
varieties as we can.JOURNAL ENTRY, JULY 1998In the distance, the hills on Hog Island are
soft black silhouettes against a paler starlit sky the color of shark’s skin. Fish skip across the
ocean surface in front of our small inflatable dinghy, each one a quick metallic sparkle in the
beam of my flashlight. The air is heavy, warm, scented—partly a salty sea smell, from the shiny-
wet rock wall close to us on one side, which has just been uncovered by the falling tide; but
partly, too, the smell of lush land floating out from the dark hillsides, the fragrance of white
frangipani and blooming spice trees.Steve points our dinghy at the taller of the island’s rounded
hills, and from my perch in the bow, I begin a slow, measured count, just loud enough for him to
hear over the burble of the outboard: “Onnnnne Mississippi . . . twooooo Mississippi . . . threeeee
Mississippi . . .” When I reach “tennnnnnn Mississippi,” Steve pulls the tiller to turn us toward the
second, smaller hill, farther to the north. Within seconds now, if I’ve counted at the correct
speed, my flashlight should pick up a pair of cantaloupe-sized white floats bobbing on the ocean
ahead of us. About 20 feet apart, they mark a deep-water route that threads between patches of
coral reef lying just below the surface. We had timed the turn during daylight, when the sea was
serene and the sun high overhead, when we could clearly see the sapphire ribbon of safe water
between the dappled yellow-green reefs.“Slow it down, slow it down, I don’t see the floats yet,” I
call back to Steve, panning my light nervously in wide arcs. We have to spot the floats before
proceeding. If we don’t follow a line straight between them, we will almost certainly grind to a halt
on the reef, damaging both it and our prop, and impaling the dinghy on the coral spikes—a far-
from-appealing idea in a small rubber boat, in the darkness, on the ocean. He cuts the
throttle.We are heading home from dinner out with friends on the night of my forty-sixth birthday,
and this thread-the-needle-in-the-dark dinghy trip is what heading home now involves. Because
home these days is a 42-foot sailboat named Receta, which currently floats off the southeastern
coast of Grenada, in a protected bay behind these shallow reefs. She has carried us to the
Caribbean from Toronto, where we lived and worked until a year ago, and where we’ll return a
year from now—2,100 miles south as the crow flies, but much, much farther as the sailboat
travels.“There. Got ’em.” The white balls gleam as I flick my light from one to the other so Steve
can see the gap. We’re right on course. The anchorage opens up ahead, between a short finger
of “mainland” Grenada on one side and a barely disconnected thumb of land, Hog Island, on the
other. The masts of maybe twenty boats inscribe gentle arcs in the night sky, but I can pick
Receta out from her neighbors by the T that glints near the top of her mast when I shine my light
on it. I had placed that T there myself seven months earlier in Key Biscayne, Florida. Steve had



winched me up the mast, and with both arms and both legs wrapped around it so tightly that the
muscles ached for days afterward, I had peeled the backing off pieces of reflective tape and
slapped them hurriedly on the metal, desperate to be lowered back down to sea level as quickly
as possible. At the time, the reflective T was just an excuse to make the trip 50 feet above the
water’s surface; the real reason was to prove to myself I could do it if I had to. At the time, it was
still hard to imagine we would actually ever use the T to help us find our way home at night.As
the dinghy putts closer, Steve kills the engine so we glide the last few feet to Receta. The slip-
slap-slip-slap of our wake on the hull dies away, and quiet seems to resettle on the darkness. In
fact, the night is incredibly noisy—but the piping of thousands of tree frogs is by now an
accustomed background sound, as ordinary and unremarkable a part of the summer night as
the hum of an air conditioner once was. I grab the boat’s swim ladder, tie the dinghy to a cleat,
and climb into the cockpit. We’re home.A bus comes hurtling around the curve past Nimrod’s
rum shop every ten minutes or so, and while you wait you can watch Hugh Nimrod lettering a
sign under the spreading ginnip tree next to the shop, his hands steady but his eyes a gentle
haze of rum. If Hugh is inside serving a customer, there are always the goats to watch, the
spindly young ones suckling on their mamas, who continue to graze intently up and down the
roadside, pointedly ignoring the kids they drag along.The morning is cool and green, the sun not
yet risen high enough behind the mountains to feel its heat. It’s market day for us, and we have
zipped across the turquoise bay in the opposite direction from last night and tied our dinghy to
the long skinny dock at Lower Woburn—a village of a hundred or so people, a handful of tiny
stores, a few chickens and goats, and a riotous profusion of banana, mango, coconut, breadfruit,
and papaya trees. The local fishermen and lobster divers don’t bother with the dock; they just
pull their heavy wooden boats up on the sliver of beach and run a line to a palm tree, leaving the
dock free for kids to cannonball off the end or fish with their handlines, and for people like us to
tether our dinghies when we come ashore.A couple of minutes’ walk up the road from the dock
brings us to Nimrod’s, where the bus stops—but, then again, the bus will stop almost anywhere
along the winding road if you wave, or point, or scratch your nose, or slow your pace even a
fraction, suggesting you just might be tempted into a ride. “Bus stop” is a flexible concept in
Grenada, sensibly dictated by the driver’s bottom line, since public transit is privately, individually
owned. You can get off most anywhere too, of course; just rap your knuckles on the metal frame
of the bus when you’re ready.The first bus to slide to a halt outside Nimrod’s this morning is
named All Eyes on We—perfectly acceptable grammar on this island, where objective pronouns
are scarce as snow. Like all its public-transit counterparts, All Eyes on We is a minivan, and the
driver’s assistant—the conductor kid, we call him—throws open the side door for us to climb
onboard. “Good morning,” Steve says immediately to the bus at large, loud enough to be heard
over the high-volume soca tunes issuing from the van’s speakers. “Okaaayyyy,” “Good morning,”
“Okay, okaaayyyyy,” the other passengers reply. People here are expected to say good morning
and good afternoon to others on public transportation. To strangers. It’s simply good
manners.During the school year, the morning buses are jammed with kids in their neat uniforms.



But today, in the row in front of me, one very little girl sits by herself, no older sibling sandwiched
in next to her. Four years old at most, she sits quietly, looking straight ahead, very neatly turned
out in a little red jumper and sporting a wonderful assortment of baubles in her elaborately
braided hair: plastic cars, trains, planes, pumpkins, hearts, and balls, along with a rainbow of
ribbons tied in careful bows. Without anyone signaling a stop, the bus pulls over about a mile
down the road from Nimrod’s, in front of a church preschool. The teenage conductor kid—old
enough to be packing an attitude—gently lifts the little girl down, helps her put on her tiny
backpack, and then takes her by the hand and slowly walks her around the van to the path at the
front of the church. From there, she skips off toward the building, a blur of red jumper and flying
braids. The rest of the passengers wait patiently as this sweet, slow scene unfolds—no
restlessness, no checking of watches, no mutterings about being late for morning appointments.
On island time, it doesn’t matter. Most days, I don’t even bother to wear a watch.Besides walking
little girls to preschool, the conductor kid collects fares when passengers disembark and hands
down their bags and packages. He also orchestrates the seating as the bus begins to get more
crowded. Once every inch of the bench seats is occupied, he pulls down little tip-up seats that fill
the aisle. The van is absolutely, completely full now, and I’m sure it won’t stop for anyone else.
But no—someone gestures from the roadside, and now the conductor kid is a magician,
whipping a cushion out of thin air and placing it over the gap between a tip-up seat and a bench
seat to create a place for the new arrival to settle her ample self. Steve’s regular game on bus
trips to town is to keep a running body count; the prize so far goes to the kid who managed to
cram twenty-two bodies into a twelve-person van.It’s perhaps only 5 straight-line miles from
Nimrod’s to the center of St. George’s, Grenada’s capital, where the market is. But describing it
as 5 straight-line miles doesn’t capture the essence of the half-hour trip: the ricocheting of the
van through the curves, the driver beeping a firm “keep clear” to anyone who might be
approaching from the other direction, since none of Grenada’s roads appears to be wider than
one-and-three-quarters lanes. A wall of tropical vegetation rises up before us as we enter each
hairpin turn, so thick I can feel its damp coolness on my face. Splashes of color jump out of the
green—clusters of thimble-sized orange flowers on the flamboyant trees, and brilliant magenta
bougainvillea. As we whip around the bends, I lurch into the unlucky women on either side of me,
leaving a sticky sheen of perspiration on their cool, well-powdered skin.Driving is a bit cavalier
here. One Friday afternoon, our driver pulled to the side of the road across from a rickety one-
room frame building that, like most every business along this road, is “licensed to sell spiritous
liquors.” Without a word, the conductor kid trotted across the road, returning a minute later with a
bottle of Royal Stout. The driver took a couple of grateful gulps and drove on. Nobody
blinked.The other evening, we heard on the news that anyone in Grenada who has more than
thirty driving tickets is going to have his (or her, although we rarely see a woman behind the
wheel) license suspended. That would be 3,000 Grenadians, the announcer said, set to lose
their licenses. This, mind you, in a country where the number of driver’s licenses issued totals
only about 18,500.Finally, St. George’s opens up before us—gleaming white buildings with



orange and red tile roofs arranged around a curve in the Caribbean Sea, the quintessential
Caribbean capital. St. George’s is built into the island’s substantial hills, with the sea on one side
of town and the protected harbor on the other. No one calls it the harbor, though. “Dey on deh
Carenage,” you’ll be told if you ask directions to, say, police headquarters. “Deh Carenage” is
where the big sailing ships were careened in centuries past—turned on their sides at low tide so
their bottoms could be cleaned of barnacles, caulked, and repaired before they headed out to
sea again, having exchanged the ballast of tiles they arrived with for cargoes of spices, coffee,
fruit, and rum. Our bus teeters at the top of an impossibly steep street, until a white-gloved
policeman gives the signal for the driver to descend toward the water.“Mangoes. Look at my
lovely mangoes.” “Christophene. Don’t you need christophene?” “Good morning, darlin’. Stop,
take a look.” “My avocados deh best. Take a taste.” The bus disgorges us into a confusion of
musical voices at the end of the route: the public market at the foot of Market Hill. Huge brightly
colored umbrellas at rakish angles create pockets of shade amidst the hot white light. The tables
underneath hold carefully arranged pyramids of tomatoes and limes, bundles of elephant ear–
like callaloo leaves, brilliant orange wedges sliced from monstrous green-skinned pumpkins. On
the ground are stalks of bananas and plantains in every stage of ripeness—fluorescent green to
creamy yellow to almost solid black—and piles of mysterious, hairy, arthritic-looking roots.The
smell of spices is so strong I can taste them. Heaps of gnarled ginger overflow their trays and vie
for table space with finger-long pieces of cinnamon and mauby bark tied in neat bundles,
pungent allspice berries, sharp little cloves, glossy mahogany nutmegs, and broom-sized
bunches of gray-green thyme. And everywhere, everywhere, the sweet perfume of mangoes
hangs in the air. It’s mid-August, the last glorious gasp of mango season, and every market table
groans with them. We’ve been devouring them greedily, a couple of times a day. Sometimes we
do as we see the locals doing along the roadside, when they take a break from their work: cut
slabs off the sides with a pocketknife, then pull the flesh from the skin with their teeth. But I also
slice them and squirt them with lime for breakfast, turn them into salsas and salads, bake them
into sweet crisps. With every mango I use, I stand over the sink and suck the last bits of
sweetness off the flat seed, leaving fragrant, sticky trails of juice dripping off my chin. I have
become a mango glutton, and I start to worry if my supply drops below half a dozen.Today, I
beetle toward one of my favorite market ladies, who does business from beneath an enormous
lemon-yellow umbrella that came her way courtesy of Benson & Hedges. She’s resplendent in
her stop-sign-red T-shirt and pants covered by a leopard-print apron, with a ball cap in the colors
of the Grenadian flag—red, yellow, green—on her head. “Four for $4 EC, darlin’,” she says,
pointing to the plump yellowy-orange mangoes stacked on her table. “What are they called?” I
ask, because here, a mango is not simply a mango; at least half-a-dozen varieties are available
in the market on any one day, and I’m trying to learn the differences. “Sealawn,” she says,
drawing out the second syllable like a musical refrain, and the name seems fitting, since we’re
surrounded by the sea and lush greenness. I know there’s a place called Seamoon toward the
north end of the island; I envision the bountiful Sealawn right next to it, covered with heavily



laden mango trees. “Sealawn,” I repeat as I load four into my backpack. She laughs her
approval.I also buy a fragrant bunch of what I’ve learned to call “shadow benny,” a lovely
nickname from the French patois that colors the language on this English-speaking island.
Coupled with the lilting accent, the dropped letters, the missing pronouns, the islocentric
vocabulary, and the high-speed delivery, it makes conversation a challenge. Chadon bene—
shadow benny—means “good tea,” she tells me, since a tea made from its slender, sawtoothed
leaves cures flu, pneumonia, constipation, and other ailments. My shadow benny, though, is
destined for a mango salsa: In taste and smell, it’s a dead ringer for cilantro, or coriander, a close
relative.Our next stop is the fish market, a modestly sized building on the waterfront. There’s no
sign to identify it—it’s next door to the abattoir, which is helpfully signed to alert the unwary—but
is hard to miss since the vendors spill out onto the sidewalk, their scarred wooden tables lined
with bloody hunks of kingfish, whole red snappers neatly side by side, and buckets of slender,
silvery ballyhoo.On our way, we run into a couple of other sailors we know, a pair from Texas.
“You just missed the excitement,” he says. “One guy just chopped off another guy’s hand with a
machete. Over a woman.”Back home, business would have stopped cold for hours while the
area was marked off with yellow crime-scene tape, reports taken, a cleanup crew mopping and
sanitizing while people gossiped and gaped. Here, the hand was simply put on a bed of ice—the
same ice that had been holding raw fish minutes before—and sent with its owner to hospital.
The market was back to normal within minutes, the flies resettled on the snappers, the vendors
resettled in their seats. But the Texas couple is empty-handed: “Somehow we just didn’t feel like
buying any fish,” he says.We are not deterred. There are no stray appendages in sight when we
step into the market’s cool, dim interior, and we immediately stop to admire a gorgeous whole
yellowfin tuna. The vendor leaps to his feet, and as soon as Steve indicates the thickness we
want, slices thick red steaks off the fifty-pound fish with quick swipes of his cutlass, as the long,
curving machete is called here. I have just a moment’s hesitation, wondering where that cutlass
had been a few minutes earlier, but Steve is exuberantly unconcerned. With the tuna the
equivalent of $1.80 a pound, it’s all I can do to stop him from buying the whole damn fish. Dinner
tonight has clearly been decided.On the way back toward our homeward bus, we poke into one
more shop. Unlike the market, here the prices are posted, and I see the sign above one of the
bins. “Ceylon Mangoes,” it says. Or Sealawn, in the lilting voice of an islander. I laugh as broadly
as my favorite market lady.When Steve raps on the roof, My Heart Desire lurches to a stop in
front of Nimrod’s, and the conductor kid hands down our backpacks and my canvas cooler bag.
A little time perched on one of Nimrod’s three stools, schmoozing with Hugh and gulping a cold
drink, is required before returning to the dinghy dock. Nimrod’s is the closest thing to a
convenience store in Lower Woburn, and customers wander in and out to buy one thing or
another, or have a glass of rum. An old-fashioned wooden case on the counter holds baked
goods while the shelves behind are dotted with just a few essentials: cooking oil, rum, fruit juice,
rum, evaporated milk, rum, insecticide, rum. Whenever he gets a chance, Hugh puts aside his
paintbrush and the sign he’s working on to join his customers in a glass, while his slender, sad-



faced wife, Bernadette, stoically keeps the place running. Besides getting customers their
groceries, she takes in laundry, sends faxes, and prepares vats of chicken curry, which she
scoops into large, thin pancake-like roti breads, wraps into neat packages, and sells at
lunchtime. We occasionally see her heading off to church in the afternoon in a flowered dress,
Bible in hand, while Hugh waits for her to disappear around a curve in the road so he can return
to his schmoozing and his rum.On our first visit, Hugh unearths from the back room a set of fat,
dusty oversized ledgers with cracked covers. “Dey been signed by those who cross deh bridge,”
he says in his soft voice, and he insists we turn their pages to get a sense of the tradition—
whatever it is. We haven’t seen a bridge anywhere in Lower Woburn. The ledgers, which date
back more than a decade, don’t shed much light, even though verses, drawings, and oblique
references to the difficulty of “crossing deh bridge” are sprinkled among the signatures of other
cruisers.Eventually, Hugh swears us to secrecy—and brings out a wooden model of a
suspension bridge that he sets on the counter. There are spots for rum cups on each side.
“Ready to cross?” He fills the cups to the brim with rum from Clarke’s Court distillery, just down
the road, while Bernadette puts glasses of water alongside. Hugh makes a sweet toast of
welcome and friendship to those who come to this little village on the coast. He then indicates
we have to down the rum in one go—demonstrating with his own cup, of course. Bernadette just
looks on. I pick up my cup and gulp. Jesus. This is why rum was once called “kill devil.” This is
the local overproof stuff, fresh out of the still, no aging in barrels to temper the raw fire. I cough
and sputter and grope for the water that Bernadette has prudently provided. She gives a little
knowing smile: I wouldn’t be able to spit out the word right now to ask for it myself. While Steve,
his eyes watering only slightly, joins Hugh in a second, I sneak a peek at the bottle: 138 proof, 69
percent alcohol.We have crossed the bridge. We have arrived.Back on board, the shopping put
away, I slide off Receta’s stern ladder into the water to swim just before sunset, as I do every
afternoon, so I can watch, up close, the sea change color—the blue surface becoming streaked
with rose and mauve as the sun sinks. Here, not quite 12 degrees north of the equator, sunset
comes early, even in August. The sun is here one minute, below the horizon the next, and I am
left to do my last lap around the boat in a pool of deepening gray, clutching an old toothbrush. I
haven’t entirely given up the obsessive multitasking of my old life: As I swim, I scrub off the tiny
barnacles determined to get a foothold along the waterline of our hull. I then shower in the
cockpit, using fresh water that was heated by the sun while we were at the market.Steve claims
tonight’s dinner is the best I’ve ever cooked—on land or water—though in truth I do almost
nothing: mince a little market ginger and garlic, add a couple of splashes of soy and olive oil, and
let that thick yellowfin tuna sit in the mixture for just a few minutes; steam some rice, and turn
one of the “Sealawn” mangoes into a salsa the color of the sunset. Meanwhile, on the small gas
barbecue mounted on Receta’s stern rail, Steve quickly grills the fish, and it is dazzling: Seared
on the outside and barely cooked inside, it has a sensuous, almost silken texture, the sweet
salsa a perfect counterpoint to its fresh sea taste. Seven months later, another tuna, this one a
blackfin we catch ourselves eleven islands farther into our journey, finally supplants tonight’s as



the best thing Steve has ever tasted from my kitchen. But until then—even after lobster season
opens a few weeks from now—the yellowfin will remain first in his affection.After we do the
dishes—by hand, in one small pan of water, since every drop of fresh water we use now has to
be caught when it rains or ferried aboard in jerry cans—I go up on deck to look at the sky and
cool off in the breeze: doing nothing, doing everything. I’ve even taken to sleeping in the cockpit
on still nights, when no wind disturbs the sultry air, the heat lies like a heavy blanket, and Steve
gives off a million BTUs in our berth below. Not a building is visible on either mainland or island
shore—no houses, stores, hotels, or restaurants—so there are no lights to dim the stars
embroidered on the dark velvet overhead. The breeze is gentle and, as always, the piping frogs
sing.This is what I traded my Day-Timer and business clothes for a year ago. This is what my
daily life has become. Ann of a Thousand Deadlines has slowly, surely, been left behind.The
Five-Year PlanYour courage is like a kite. Big wind raises it higher.FORTUNE COOKIE,
TORONTO, CANADA;NOVEMBER 1996Relinquishing fears now allows you to
succeed.FORTUNE COOKIE, PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD;NOVEMBER 1998Perhaps the
hardest thing, we realized in hindsight, was making the decision to go.It had started as idle,
dreamy chat in the bleak days of January and February, the time of year I detest in Toronto,
when all the color is sucked out of the city, and even the snow looks gray and tired. As I do.I left
for work in the dark and returned home in the dark. On the rare days the sun bothered to show
itself, it was a pale lemon pretender, offering little warmth and barely brightening the gunmetal
surface of Lake Ontario. When I cooked dinner in the evening, Steve would catch me warming
my hands over the stove, and, later, huddling over the heating vent in our bedroom while I read.
It’s a very sad sight, he would say. I looked like the little match girl rather than a successful
magazine editor. I didn’t care. I longed to be too hot.Steve—three years younger than me, all
hard angles and sharp edges on the outside, a romantic softie within—was my partner in work
as well as life. A small-town Ontario boy, he’d relocated to the city to go to art college in the
seventies and never left. For the past few years, we’d been working for the same magazine, and
it was hard to tell most days where business ended and private life began. We operated in
separate spaces: he, the freelance art director, from a crammed studio tucked into the back of
the second floor of our house; me, the editor, at the magazine’s main office, a fifteen-minute
drive away. But we speed-dialed each other incessantly and flung e-mails and electronic story
layouts back and forth all day long. When people asked how our relationship could survive our
working together, I’d exclaim about the virtues. “How many people have a chance to see
firsthand how really good their spouses are at what they do?” That was on the good days.The
rest of the time, I drove home in the cold at night, freezing and fuming, replaying the day, and
arrived ready to rant: about the sloppy writers, the uninspired stories, the cheapskate publisher,
the blown deadlines and, especially, the talented but unreasonable art director. “Turn it off, the
office is closed,” Steve would say. And I would—for at least a full minute. Our work and our
personal lives were inseparable.And there never seemed to be enough hours for both. Every day
required a battle plan. Besides the magazine, we squeezed in other publishing projects that we



worked on together—including a small ongoing series of guidebooks for boaters on the Great
Lakes that Steve published himself. They took a backseat to the other stuff and were, like their
publisher, often late. Meanwhile, I was ruled day and night by my watch and the to-do lists in my
Day-Timer. “I can barely brush my teeth without a deadline,” I joked to friends. But increasingly I
didn’t find it funny.On the surface, Steve remained calm and unruffled, letting the pressure swirl
around him, seemingly as casual about business deadlines as he was about his standard
business attire (T-shirt and jeans no matter what, unless the weather permitted shorts or
required a sweatshirt). “It will all get done,” he’d tell me, “whether you stew about it or not.” Yet I
knew he was growing more and more resentful of the constant demands on his time and his
perpetual state of overcommitment. Not to mention what he swore was “ten months of winter a
year.”His solution was thrown out casually—just another sensible suggestion, like telling me I
should crank up the thermostat when I complained about the cold. “So let’s take a break and sail
south to the Caribbean for a couple of years,” he said.Right. Escaping work and winter for a
couple of years sounded wonderful—but escaping on a sailboat? Was he nuts? Sure, I needed
a break—we both did—but did he think I had somehow been miraculously grafted onto
someone else’s sea legs?I had never set foot on a sailboat until one of my first dates with him,
and it was hardly an auspicious beginning to a relationship, let alone a sailing career. Having
taught himself to sail and fallen in love with sailing a few years earlier, Steve had planned a
romantic afternoon for two on his boat on the lake. In fact, we didn’t even get away from the
dock, after he backed over one of his mooring lines leaving the slip and wrapped it on the
propeller. (“I was too busy trying to impress you,” he told me later.) Our second sailing date
wasn’t much better: It was aborted at the marina’s fuel dock, when he discovered one of the
boat’s hoses had become detached, filling the bilge with gasoline. I, meanwhile, had identified
sailing as an activity where things frequently go wrong.When he did eventually get me out on the
lake, I loved the feeling of being propelled by the wind, the total quiet except for the water
gurgling past, the sense of freedom that came with leaving land (and land-based concerns)
behind. But I only loved it on days when the lake was flat and the breeze gentle. My nervousness
increased in direct proportion to wind strength, and so did my tendency to seasickness. I was
most definitely not a natural sailor. I didn’t react instinctively to the wind—or to the movement of
the boat. “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks,” I’d mutter, lurching into the companionway and
simultaneously barking a shin and a shoulder.One August, several years after we had bought a
house and moved in together, I had a routine checkup with my doctor. As she was examining
me, she suddenly asked in all seriousness, “Is your husband beating you?” She was staring at
my assortment of multicolored sailing bruises, which I’d become accustomed to having all
summer long. I still had not developed anything that could remotely be called sea legs.By the
time Steve popped his “let’s sail south” suggestion about five years later, I had fewer bruises and
a few more basic skills, but not much else had changed in my relationship with sailing. Steve,
meanwhile, had become an even more competent and confident sailor. He now raced the boat
every Wednesday night in Toronto’s harbor, and also entered longer weekend races on Lake



Ontario when he could get crew. He knew better than to look to me to fill that role.However, not
wanting to focus on my personal shortcomings, I cleverly decided to point out a few other
niggling drawbacks to his “let’s sail south” idea instead. Like money. We were both self-
employed; there was no company or educational institution offering sabbaticals, no family trust
fund, no cash reserves or investments to help pay for a midlife break from the working world. So
how were we going to finance this little adventure?And that’s how the Five-Year Plan was born:
“Let’s think about sailing south five years from now,” Steve said, “and in the meantime we’ll see if
we can put together enough money.” Mostly the Plan would involve paying down the mortgage
on our house, which would involve the ever-popular concepts of fiscal restraint and concerted
savings.“Sure,” I said to Steve. Stay calm, I said to myself. Five years is a long way off. This
doesn’t mean you’re agreeing to sail into the sunset. We can always use the money to do
something else. And I had to admit, in the short term, having the Plan would allow us to fantasize
on the cold, tough days about making the great escape.When we arrive at Smith Island on the
Eastern Shore of Chesapeake Bay, it is just before dusk. Rakish clouds with underskirts of gray
scuttle across the sky. The public dock at the island’s main town of Ewell, where we tie Receta,
is a mere six inches above water level, and it’s still not high tide; the main street is already awash
ankle-deep. Neat white clapboard houses with red or green shutters are scattered along both
sides, but there’s not a soul in sight—and no other boats at the dock—just a family of ducks
paddling up the flooded roadway.By far the most off-the-beaten-path spot we’ve stopped at
since leaving Toronto two months ago, Smith Island, Maryland, is one of only two inhabited
offshore islands in Chesapeake Bay. The other is Tangier Island, a little farther to the south and
just across the Virginia state line. Isolated from the mainland 11 miles away, Smith’s 400 or so
residents make their living by crabbing and, in winter, oystering, as they always have. In fact, the
current residents are direct descendants of the island’s original settlers who came here in 1657.
Almost half the population of Ewell has the same last name, Evans. “Visitors are well advised not
to make jokes or ask too many questions about this,” says William Warner, writing about Tangier
and Smith in Beautiful Swimmers, his Pulitzer Prize–winning elegy to the watermen and crabs of
Chesapeake Bay. I’ve been reading it at night, and annoyingly recounting snatches to Steve
(since he’s already read it himself) as we sail down the bay. I suspect Smith Island would be
unusual at any time, but it is particularly unusual on this chill, blustery October weekday when
we are the only visitors and an abnormally high tide laps across the carefully tended lawns.We
pull on our deck boots and wade up the deserted main street, eventually coming upon a lone
crabber who, with the help of a young woman, is unloading the day’s catch into the back of a
pickup. Blue crabs have been constantly on our minds lately because the most common method
of catching them commercially is the crab trap, and crab traps and boats don’t mix. The traps lie
on the bottom of the bay, the location of each one marked on the surface by a small round buoy
about the size of an overgrown grapefruit, which is attached to the trap below by a rope. During
the summer and early fall, Chesapeake Bay is positively littered with them. “Watermen who
normally set out 200 crab pots in the 1970s now work with 500 to 1,000 to get approximately the



same catch,” Warner tells us. The last thing we want to do is run into one of those ropes and
catch it on our prop, for an unpleasant reprise of our Toronto harbor date.So one of us spots and
one of us steers as we slalom from anchorage to anchorage down the bay. We’re particularly
fond of the crabbers with the blue buoys—almost impossible to see in the waves until we’re right
on top of them, at which point we have to zigzag quickly away, the sails flapping inelegantly from
the unplanned change in direction. Steve figures the only way to get even for the stress of
constant crab-trap watch is to devour as many crabs as possible. There’s no way we’re going to
walk by a truck full of them on Smith Island and not buy some to cook ourselves.“How much are
they?” I ask the young woman hefting traps. She relays the question to the man in oilskins in the
bed of the pickup, who shouts back an incomprehensible answer. The island’s isolation has
allowed a distinctive dialect to survive, with outmoded words and grammatical constructions
from seventeenth-century England. To our ears, it sounds like the crabber is gargling marbles
with a Shakespearean southern drawl. “Thirty-five dollars for number one jimmies,” the woman
translates. Number one jimmies are the big fat prime male crabs, the ones served steamed in
restaurants; but even given that, the price seems high for buying direct from the supplier—
higher, in fact, than we’ve sometimes paid when eating out. “Wannem?” The man in the pickup
pushes a basket scrabbling with live crabs toward the pickup’s rear gate.It’s only then that I
realize the price isn’t for a dozen—our usual consumption—but for an entire bushel basket. I’d
be up all night steaming and picking the meat out of seventy or eighty crabs. And even Steve,
whose lean build belies his near-legendary appetite, can’t see devouring that many. “Can we buy
just a dozen?” Nope, it’s all or none. We politely decline and wade on.Maybe it’s a good thing.
Friends had recounted the difficulty of steaming crabs in the small galley of a cruising boat; one
of theirs had escaped on its way to the pot and disappeared behind the stove. “When we finally
rooted him out, he had a death grip on our propane line,” Wayne had told us.A woman stands on
her front porch, hands on hips, watching the egret that has abandoned the marshes to fish the
main street. “Excuse me, is there a restaurant in town?”She points down the street. “Ruke’s
Store, ’cept it’s closed. He went home to have dinner.”That doesn’t sound promising. “It’s the only
place; he’ll be back ’fore long to open up.”We splash around the village some more, until we spot
a wind-hardened man unlocking the store, then wander in behind him. As we slide into one of
the old-fashioned booths that fill a corner of the general store, he tells us we still can’t get dinner:
The cook is trapped at home by the exceptionally high water.“Happens three times a year or so
now,” he explains. “You have to wait ’til a nor’wester blows through and ends it.” Some people
blame global warming—as the sea warms, it is rising and nibbling away at the land—others say
the island is sinking. Whichever, Smith is now just a foot above sea level, and the island’s
graveyard has been so badly flooded at times that coffins have been sent floating down the main
street.“There is little doubt that Smith Island is the champion of the Chesapeake in soft crab
production,” Beautiful Swimmers had informed us. To be here and not try one would be for Steve
like being in Burgundy and not trying the local wine.The joy of a softshell is eating the entire fried-
crisp thing. But there’s only about a one-day window between when a crab discards its old shell



and when the new shell has hardened too much to eat, so the harvest has necessarily evolved
into a precise science. With practiced eyes, the watermen cull the “busters,” which have begun to
shed, and the “peelers,” which are just about to. And then they wait. The moment the crabs molt,
they are put on ice and rushed to market.The ones that arrive in front of Steve, once the tide
turns and the cook arrives, are so perfect he has no intention of sharing more than one measly
bite with me: dredged in flour and panfried gloriously crisp on the outside, yet soft and melting
inside, with no trace of hardness from the start of a new shell. We end up ordering a platter of
three additional softshells, and demolish every last buttery-sweet bite. Meanwhile, I have first
inhaled my own crabcake dinner, giving up only the one requisite taste to Steve that fair trade
requires. The cake is almost pure crab inside its golden exterior, held together by a bit of mayo, a
wisp of seafood seasoning, and not much else. I’m determined to buy some crabmeat—already
steamed and out of the shell—before Receta leaves the Chesapeake and replicate them
onboard myself.The ducks are gone when we walk back to the boat, and the wind is up. The
nor’wester is on its way.In one corner: The security of a job, a steady income, a home, a daily
routine—comfortable, safe, predictable.In the other corner: Escape from work, winter, and daily
routine; the excitement and risk of the unknown—tempting, and more than a little scary.The five
years of the Five-Year Plan were ticking down. The mortgage was smaller, the work rut deeper.
The stream of boating catalogs and books coming into the house had grown to a torrent.
(Steve’s economizing for the Five-Year Plan did not extend to cutbacks on “educational
materials.”) He was soaking up information like a bilge pad under a leaky diesel: on oceangoing
sailboats, sailing gear, maintenance and repairs, passage-making strategies. By now he had
also put numbers on how much sailing to and through the Caribbean would cost: $1,000 to
$1,500 per month. “That’s only $18,000 a year, max,” he said jubilantly. “Staying here would cost
us way more.”Yeah, and he’d better build in a big cushion for when we came back and didn’t
have any work. Did we—particularly I—really have the nerve to put our careers on hold? If we
dropped out now, in our forties, how would we get back in the market and earn a living when we
returned?And there were other concerns. We don’t have any children, but we do have aging
parents—mine were approaching their eighties; Steve’s their seventies. How could we think
about placing ourselves out of easy reach?Even as I raised objections, I knew I was moving
closer to needing a change. I had been editing the same magazine for seven years, and it had
become all-consuming. My whole identity was defined by what I did to make a living, and I didn’t
like that. Steve was focused on the fact that we were growing older; he watched friends put
things off until “later” when, they said, they’d have more money and fewer responsibilities; by the
time “later” came, they were no longer in good health and and no longer able. “I never want to
find ourselves in that position,” Steve said. “I never want to say, ‘If only . . .’ ”Four years into the
Five-Year Plan, we decide to start shopping for a larger boat. This still doesn’t mean you’ve
agreed to sail off into the sunset, I tell myself. It’s not like you’ve set a date to quit your job and
leave town.We find her in Maine, an aging 42-foot sailboat with classic lines and a fine pedigree.
She appears out of the gloom of a boatyard shed, her varnish gleaming despite a patina of dust,



her graceful hull proclaiming speed and elegance and calling our names. She is the first boat we
look at, and the one that six months and many boatyards later becomes ours.Not even sure
exactly what to inspect when shopping for a boat, I lie down on one of the dust-covered, teak-
slatted seats in the cockpit and stretch out to my full length (admittedly, only five feet, two
inches). I know little about evaluating sail plans and hull condition, but I do know the importance
of being comfy for a nap. Steve, meanwhile, examines under the other seat, checking storage
capacity; he lounges on the coaming beside the wheel, to judge the comfort factor while
steering; he inspects the stainless-steel fittings and—on his hands and knees—the condition of
the nonskid surface on the deck. People fall in love in different ways.Inside, we go through her
with flashlights. The oiled teak that lines her cabins gives her a richness and warmth. So what if
the upholstery is a nubby weave in early-eighties-rec-room turquoise-and-orange stripes?
Cushions can be replaced. Traditional glass prisms are set into her deck to refract sunlight into
the cabins, a bit of boat-building finesse missing on newer sailboats. So what if her electronics
are out of date? A bonus, says Steve: He can buy the new ones he wants, without guilt. Her
sleekness—and Steve’s notebooks full of research—suggest she will sail extremely well. She is
a sloop, with the bonus of a removable inner forestay, Steve explains, so she can fly three sails—
a mainsail, a jib or headsail, and a staysail—giving us several options, an advantage in heavier
winds. She will be fast, as befits a design based on an old racing hull, but also comfortable. So
what if she doesn’t have the space of a more modern cruising boat? We can create more
storage by taking out the second toilet (two toilets on a boat, when we don’t even have two
toilets at home?) and an extra berth. Surely we will never need to sleep seven.The list of
changes grows long enough to make our wallets quiver, but we both feel a powerful affinity for
this boat. For Steve, the graphic designer, to be happy, the form of something must be as
pleasing, as perfect, as the way it functions. “Just look at those lines,” he says longingly, returning
for one last lingering glance as we get ready to leave the shed. I can picture myself cooking in
her snug little galley; entertaining at her varnished table, which can easily seat eight (I’ve already
counted); and curling up with Steve in the berth in her aft cabin. The usual practice of referring to
boats in the feminine has always grated on me, and I’ve always made a point of saying “it.” But
this lovely boat demands to be personified. She is sleek and elegant, but also strong and heavy,
built for the ocean. She inexplicably gives me confidence—a word previously nonexistent in any
sentence that also contained the words “Ann” and “sailboat.”I am still nervous in any wind much
stronger than a zephyr, have never handled any boat larger than a dinghy by myself, have never
spent more than two consecutive weeks living on a sailboat—and have never ever sailed at
night. All of which makes me an extremely unlikely candidate for a two-person, two-year sailing
trip. But here we are in Maine, soon to make an offer on a sailboat to do exactly that.The Tartan
Marine Company produced thirty-four 42-foot sailboats between 1980 and 1984; the one in
Maine is hull number 14, and the name emblazoned on her narrow transom is Diara J. Sailing
lore is unequivocal in the matter of boat names: It’s bad luck to change them. But we have no
connection with Diara J—a conflation of the names of the first owner’s children, the boat broker



told us. The J is an ugly visual afterthought—a child who must have arrived after the boat—and
particularly offensive to Steve. Perhaps we would have stuck with the name anyway, though, had
we not heard the guys around the boatyard talking. “That pretty boat,” they’d say as they climbed
the ladder before the sale to add yet another coat of varnish to the gleaming woodwork, “that
pretty boat with a name that looks like ‘diarrhea.’ ”Receta—pronounced with two short e’s—
means recipe in Spanish. “Because she has all the right ingredients,” I tell everyone who asks.
But there’s more to it than that: I love to cook. Even after—or especially after—my most grueling
days at work, I make dinner from scratch, to relax. I’m always playing in the kitchen, trying new
recipes, experimenting, and Steve is a willing subject. We both love to eat.When Receta arrives
in Toronto on a truck from Maine, we add two more years to the Five-Year Plan. After all, we
need time to get to know each other. And make (and pay for) all those easy changes.The first
844 miles of our trip to the Caribbean—from Toronto to the southern end of Chesapeake Bay—
are a relentless barrage of new places, new people, and new problems. Every day, in fact, brings
a new situation to be tackled, something that didn’t previously exist in my limited repertoire of
boating skills. “How about a day that qualifies as quiet and uneventful?” I complain to my journal.
We seem to have merely replaced our work pressures with a new set of stresses. Still,
something is changing: My daily coffee intake has plummeted to one small cup before we get
underway each morning instead of the maybe eight hefty mugs I used to consume each day. The
stimulation of the new is replacing caffeine.We’re not only expending huge amounts of mental
energy, but also doing much more physical, burn-the-calories type work. Two weeks after we
started out, I had stepped on the scales at a yacht club where we stopped and discovered that
without even trying I weighed less—by a good five pounds—than I had at any time in my adult
life. Skinny-to-start-with Steve has had to punch another hole in his belt to hold his slumping
jeans around his narrowing waist.Maneuvering the boat through the twenty-nine locks of the
New York State Canal System and the one federal lock connecting Lake Ontario to the Hudson
River was the first new-to-both-of-us challenge, complicated by a 65-foot-long battering ram
overhanging Receta by 10 feet at the bow and stern: Since sailboats can’t go through the canal
with their masts up, we are carrying it on deck. The trick is to avoid shish-kebabing other boats
while keeping clear of the rough lock walls. “I guess you want me to do the driving,” Steve says,
knowing full well what my response will be. I’ve yet to maneuver Receta in close quarters, and I
figure a crowded, concrete chamber coated in black-green slime is no place to start. We pick up
only one small scratch before being spit out into the Hudson six days after we pulled into the first
lock. Next up is what has historically been one of the world’s busiest harbors, and with the mast
in its proper place once again, we sail under the George Washington Bridge and into New York
City, tacking back and forth across the river until the Statue of Liberty, her torch thrust into the air,
comes into view ahead, welcoming two more new arrivals.For me, it’s a thrilling homecoming. I
was born and raised in New Jersey; my family still lives here. Docked on the Jersey side of the
river overlooking the Manhattan skyline, we uncork champagne to celebrate with Mom and Dad
and family friends. “You’ll see and hear from us as frequently as ever,” I had promised when Mom



and Dad had worried about our heading off, imagining us far away and out of reach. I hope that
by delivering on that promise so quickly, by having made it, seemingly effortlessly, all the way to
their home turf by boat, they will be more relaxed about our trip.I’m careful, though, to hide my
nervousness about the next phase: my first passages on the Atlantic Ocean, necessary to get us
down the New Jersey coast. “I’m getting tired of the word ‘exhilarating,’ ” I tell Steve after we
complete an intense little stretch of ocean around the very bottom of the state. The
recommended route here, through a maze of shallow, shifting sandbars, takes us nerve-
wrackingly close to the rocky coast at Cape May—so close that from Receta’s cockpit we can
smell the bacon and eggs cooking in the resort town’s kitchens.Your parents think this is all my
idea,” Steve said after we broke the news to the family. “They think I’m trying to kill you.” I’m not
sure what horrified them most: my taking up a lifestyle that seemed fraught with danger, my no
longer being at the other end of a phone any minute of the day, or my giving up a good job.
Steve’s parents are more sanguine: They ask if they can come visit.Staying had begun to seem
as terrifying as leaving. Better to take the risk and go, we decided, than forever regret not going.
There would never be a time that would be absolutely right, and if we waited for it, we would wait
forever. Now, when we—and our parents—were healthy was as good a time as any.Despite my
fears, I had slowly come around to the idea that a boat, which combines the means of getting to
a destination with the place to stay when you arrive, would make it possible to travel for an
extended stretch. And one aspect of traveling this way was particularly appealing: It would mean
having a kitchen with us wherever we went. We’d no longer have to limit our food purchases in
exotic destinations to what we could chill in a hotel ice bucket, prepare with a Swiss Army knife,
and consume with our fingers.The Five-Year—now Seven-Year—Plan had worked. We had no
debts. The mortgage was paid off, so we could rent our house for a source of income. We were
completing new editions of two of Steve’s guidebooks, which would be on the market while we
were gone, for another source of income. We’d even built up a small cash cushion. But we’d also
increased our guesstimate of what the trip would cost: $1,500 to $2,000 a month—not including
the equipment we still needed to buy for Receta along the way. On top of that, I’d padded on a
lavish security blanket to allow for lots of phone calls home and occasional flights to visit
parents.The word drifted out to colleagues, and the endless stream of questions began. How
could we give up two highly coveted jobs and just sail over the horizon? How would we survive
when we returned, jobless and out of the loop? What would we do? It was both unnerving and
enlightening that so many concerns revolved around our work. I heard whiffs of words like
“reckless.” I caught wind of a betting pool on how long it would be—how soon, actually—before
we turned back.I hedged when people asked how long we’d be gone. “One year, maybe two,” I
said. I didn’t want anyone to think I’d failed if I chickened out and we returned after one year.Item
in Day-Timer: Reduce contents of house owned by two packrats to a pile of useful possessions
that will fit into a 42-foot sailboat that is only 12 feet, 3 inches across at her widest point. Most of
Receta, in fact, beyond her bulging midsection, is much narrower.“How many T-shirts do you
think I’ll need?”I was ready to throttle him. “How the hell would I know? Have I ever done this?” If



I was stressed out before, now I was strung so tightly you could pluck chords in my neck. The
last guidebook still wasn’t finished (Steve and his deadlines), and the property manager we’d
hired had already rented our house. The first couple who walked through the door snapped it up,
so there was no leeway in our timetable: We had to be completely moved onto Receta in three
weeks.While Steve wrestled with paring down his T-shirt collection on breaks from his computer,
I packed up the rest of the house. Which cookbooks should I take? Could I live with just one
frying pan? Would my wineglasses survive onboard? Each item required a decision before it
went into a box: Was it destined for the storage locker we’d rented, the yard sale planned at
Steve’s parents’ house, the recycling depot, the garbage, or Receta?The smallest pile was the
one for Receta.As I gamely tried to consolidate a whole pantry’s worth of condiments and spices
into a row that would fit on one tiny shelf, it suddenly hit me: For the next two years, I would be
cooking three meals a day in a space barely four feet square. No dishwasher, no food processor,
no microwave, no electric coffeemaker; just a three-burner propane stove with a Lilliputian oven
and a top-opening fridge and freezer with one-fifth the capacity of the one at home.While Steve
continued to mouse around at his Mac, I gradually moved our downsized possessions aboard. I
had everything tidily stowed by the time he finally started packing and moving his own stuff.
“That locker was for my tools,” he said, swinging open a cupboard door in Receta’s aft cabin. It
was neatly piled with wine bottles, each one carefully swathed in bubble wrap and labeled. He
tried another, less-accessible spot. More wine. “I was gonna put my engine spares there,” he
said with dismay. He lifted the cushions on the forward berth to get at the locker there. It was
filled with nonperishable food, and more wine. Surely he didn’t expect me to leave good food
and our (admittedly mediocre) wine cellar behind? The snarling that ensued did not bode well
for the two years to come.As our August departure approached, the daily to-do lists in my Day-
Timer became more intimidating than any I ever had at the office: Get physicals, eye exams,
dental checkups. Arrange out-of-country medical insurance. Work with family doctor on contents
of onboard medical kit. Reassure parents that we really do know what we’re doing while
doubting that we really do. Assemble navigational charts and cruising guidebooks. Buy new
laptop and equip with software that will allow us—we hope—to stay in touch via e-mail with
friends (including the two who are handling the guidebook distribution business while we’re
gone). Reassure parents, who are not yet on e-mail, that there are indeed telephones throughout
the Caribbean. Enroll in first-aid and CPR course. Reassure parents again. Sign powers of
attorney to allow our accountant to handle our finances while we’re away. See lawyer and
prepare living wills, just in case. Reassure parents (and self) again. Find a buyer for my car and
convince Steve’s parents to store his. See every last friend we’ve got in the city, to say good-bye.
Try not to think about all the things I’ll soon be required to do that I’ve never done before. Like sail
at night.We cut things so close to the deadline that we’re on the deck locking the back door of
our empty house as our new tenants are on the porch unlocking the front. I’ve lost ten pounds
from stress, and my excruciatingly well-organized self is trailing loose ends in all directions.
When Carol, the property manager we hired, tracks me down two days after we move out, she



inquires sweetly, “Did you realize you rented the house with a load of your clothes still in the
dryer?”Chesapeake Bay Crabcakes(in the Style of Ruke’s Store)What makes these cakes so
delicious—besides the freshest possible crabmeat—is their meaty texture: They are almost
entirely crab inside, with just enough bread crumbs to hold them together. The cakes are rolled
in crumbs before frying, which gives them a crispy golden exterior. Serve with lemon quarters
and tartar sauce, if you like.1 pound fresh lump crabmeat, drained1 teaspoon Dijon mustard6
tablespoons mayonnaise1 large egg, beaten1⁄4 cup finely minced onion2 tablespoons finely
chopped flat-leaf parsley1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce1⁄4 teaspoon hot sauce (or to taste)2
teaspoons fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon Old Bay SeasoningFreshly ground black pepper1 cup
fine bread crumbs or matzoh meal (approx.)Butter and/or oil for shallow frying1. Mix together all
ingredients except the bread crumbs and the butter or oil. Add just enough crumbs—about 4
tablespoons—so the crab mixture holds together. Taste and season with additional lemon juice,
hot sauce, and pepper as required.2. Form into 6 cakes. Roll cakes in remaining crumbs. Place
on a baking sheet lined with waxed paper and refrigerate for about an hour.3. Heat a small
amount of butter or oil (I like to use a combination) in a large skillet. Fry until golden brown on
both sides, about 5 minutes per side. Drain on paper towels.Serves 2–3Tips• The cakes can be
deep-fried if desired.• Make bite-size cakes to serve as hors d’oeuvres. They can be fried early
in the day and refrigerated, then reheated briefly on a baking tray in a 350°F oven. Makes 25–30
hors d’oeuvres.In the MarshesOf course, just hearing the names of some of the places on the
Intracoastal Waterway will never ease anyone’s mind about the trip: Dismal Swamp, Alligator
River, Lockwoods Folly, Cape Fear River, Mosquito Lagoon, Haulover Canal, several Hell
Gates . . .JAN AND BILL MOELLER, THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY:A COCKPIT
CRUISING HANDBOOK, 1997Turn left at the bottom of Chesapeake Bay and you’re in the
Atlantic, turn right and you enter the Intracoastal Waterway. Receta turns right.The Intracoastal
Waterway—the ICW—is the highway from the Chesapeake to Miami, the watery equivalent of
I-95. Also called “the Ditch,” it was created to provide a protected inside route for those—like us—
who don’t want to go out on the open ocean when they don’t have to. Officially, the ICW starts in
Massachusetts, goes all the way down the East Coast (though the stretch through New Jersey
isn’t maintained at depths suitable for cruising boats), and then across the Gulf Coast to Texas.
But the heart of the waterway is from Mile 0, at Norfolk, Virginia, at the bottom of Chesapeake
Bay, to Mile 1,095 at Miami: a winding ribbon of rivers, creeks, and man-made canals just inland
of the ocean. This narrow ribbon, protected by barrier islands and low coastal mainland, ties
together pieces of American history—Revolutionary War battlegrounds, the haunts of pirates
and smugglers, plantations once worked by slaves, Civil War forts—as it passes storied cities
such as Charleston, Beaufort, Savannah, and St. Augustine.Occasionally, the route crosses
gloriously open water—Albermarle Sound, Pamlico Sound—but mostly the ICW is too narrow for
us to sail. The channel between the red and green markers has space for two boats to pass but
often not much more, with shoals or deadheads or both off to the sides. The channel markers
wear crowns of thorns, jumbles of sticks that mark the home of osprey and their offspring.



October is too late for young to be in the nests, but sometimes an adult glares down its curved
beak at us as we motor by, or one soars overhead, a fish clutched in its talons.AN
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Curry with Dhal Puri RotiOne-Pot Coconut
BrowniesREFERENCESACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORContentsTITLE
PAGECOPYRIGHT PAGEDEDICATIONMAPAUTHOR’S NOTEISLAND TIMEPart OneTHE FIVE-
YEAR PLANChesapeake Bay CrabcakesIN THE MARSHESLow-Country Shrimp and
GritsBLOWN AWAY IN THE BAHAMASCracked ConchPerry and Noel’s “Tastes Like Lobster”
ConchBahamian Peas ’n’ RiceESCAPE FROM CHICKEN HARBORBahamian Mac and
CheesePart TwoTHE DELICIOUS DOMINICAN REPUBLICLuperón Papaya SalsaCheesy
Chicken with Avocado and Tomato SalsaNOT QUITE SEASONED, BUT VERY WELL
SALTEDLAMBI AND LOBSTERDingis’s Curried LobsterLower Woburn Stewed Lambi
(Conch)Coo-Coo (Caribbean Polenta)Plantain SpidersMango CrispTHAT DEMON
RUMTraditional West Indian Recipe for Rum PunchSteve’s ’Ti PunchSteve’s Favorite
PlantainsMR. BUTTERS, THE MYSTERIOUS BREADFRUIT, AND MONDAY NIGHT MASPasta
from Mr. Butters’s GardenFURIOUS GEORGESPapaya-Banana MuffinsChristophene Quick
BreadStuffed Christophene au GratinFEELIN’ TRINI TO DEH BONEPort of Spain “Stress
Cooler”Chicken PelauRETURN TO SWEET GRENADARum and Coconut Water à la
RecetaSHARING THE DREAMCream of Callaloo SoupSpicy Island GingerbreadPart ThreeTO
LEEWARD AT LASTAccras (Saltfish Fritters)Curried Chicken in Coconut Milk with Island
VegetablesBEAUTIFUL BABE SPITGrilled Tuna, Three WaysTHE PASSAGE FROM
HELLSautéed Dorado with Creole Tomato SauceTHE NORTHBOUND BLUESLow-Country
BoilKing Mackerel EscabechePiña Colada CheesecakeONE LAST LESSONDingis’s Chicken
Curry with Dhal Puri RotiOne-Pot Coconut
BrowniesREFERENCESACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORFor SteveFor SteveAs I
write this, back in the real world, back in an office, back home, back up against a deadline, I
glance down at the mousepad to my right, and I am filled once again with powerful longing. The
pad is printed with a picture of a laughing woman stripping off a wetsuit on a golden beach. Her
hair is streaked blond, her shoulders broad on an otherwise slender frame, muscular shoulders
that look like they know how to work. She is completely relaxed, and radiates happiness. The
slice of beach in the photo is deserted—pristine, private, no one and nothing on it, except for a
pile of snorkeling gear in the sand at the woman’s feet. Behind her, the sea is turquoise glass, on
which sits a lone boat with a white hull and a tall mast that has impaled the sky’s single puffy
white cloud like cotton candy on a stick.The woman does not appear to be looking at anyone, to
even realize that her photo is being taken. She is just plain damn happy.That woman is me.As I
write this, back in the real world, back in an office, back home, back up against a deadline, I
glance down at the mousepad to my right, and I am filled once again with powerful longing. The
pad is printed with a picture of a laughing woman stripping off a wetsuit on a golden beach. Her
hair is streaked blond, her shoulders broad on an otherwise slender frame, muscular shoulders
that look like they know how to work. She is completely relaxed, and radiates happiness. The



slice of beach in the photo is deserted—pristine, private, no one and nothing on it, except for a
pile of snorkeling gear in the sand at the woman’s feet. Behind her, the sea is turquoise glass, on
which sits a lone boat with a white hull and a tall mast that has impaled the sky’s single puffy
white cloud like cotton candy on a stick.The woman does not appear to be looking at anyone, to
even realize that her photo is being taken. She is just plain damn happy.That woman is me.Island
TimeThe market ladies sell spice necklaces—garlands of cloves, cinnamon bark, bay leaves,
cocoa beans, mace, and nutmeg—that are irresistible. I now have them hanging all around the
boat, making it smell spicy and delicious. Mangoes are in season, and literally falling off the trees
—an embarrassment of mangoes, to someone from the north. We feel duty bound to try as
many varieties as we can.JOURNAL ENTRY, JULY 1998In the distance, the hills on Hog Island
are soft black silhouettes against a paler starlit sky the color of shark’s skin. Fish skip across the
ocean surface in front of our small inflatable dinghy, each one a quick metallic sparkle in the
beam of my flashlight. The air is heavy, warm, scented—partly a salty sea smell, from the shiny-
wet rock wall close to us on one side, which has just been uncovered by the falling tide; but
partly, too, the smell of lush land floating out from the dark hillsides, the fragrance of white
frangipani and blooming spice trees.Steve points our dinghy at the taller of the island’s rounded
hills, and from my perch in the bow, I begin a slow, measured count, just loud enough for him to
hear over the burble of the outboard: “Onnnnne Mississippi . . . twooooo Mississippi . . . threeeee
Mississippi . . .” When I reach “tennnnnnn Mississippi,” Steve pulls the tiller to turn us toward the
second, smaller hill, farther to the north. Within seconds now, if I’ve counted at the correct
speed, my flashlight should pick up a pair of cantaloupe-sized white floats bobbing on the ocean
ahead of us. About 20 feet apart, they mark a deep-water route that threads between patches of
coral reef lying just below the surface. We had timed the turn during daylight, when the sea was
serene and the sun high overhead, when we could clearly see the sapphire ribbon of safe water
between the dappled yellow-green reefs.“Slow it down, slow it down, I don’t see the floats yet,” I
call back to Steve, panning my light nervously in wide arcs. We have to spot the floats before
proceeding. If we don’t follow a line straight between them, we will almost certainly grind to a halt
on the reef, damaging both it and our prop, and impaling the dinghy on the coral spikes—a far-
from-appealing idea in a small rubber boat, in the darkness, on the ocean. He cuts the
throttle.We are heading home from dinner out with friends on the night of my forty-sixth birthday,
and this thread-the-needle-in-the-dark dinghy trip is what heading home now involves. Because
home these days is a 42-foot sailboat named Receta, which currently floats off the southeastern
coast of Grenada, in a protected bay behind these shallow reefs. She has carried us to the
Caribbean from Toronto, where we lived and worked until a year ago, and where we’ll return a
year from now—2,100 miles south as the crow flies, but much, much farther as the sailboat
travels.“There. Got ’em.” The white balls gleam as I flick my light from one to the other so Steve
can see the gap. We’re right on course. The anchorage opens up ahead, between a short finger
of “mainland” Grenada on one side and a barely disconnected thumb of land, Hog Island, on the
other. The masts of maybe twenty boats inscribe gentle arcs in the night sky, but I can pick



Receta out from her neighbors by the T that glints near the top of her mast when I shine my light
on it. I had placed that T there myself seven months earlier in Key Biscayne, Florida. Steve had
winched me up the mast, and with both arms and both legs wrapped around it so tightly that the
muscles ached for days afterward, I had peeled the backing off pieces of reflective tape and
slapped them hurriedly on the metal, desperate to be lowered back down to sea level as quickly
as possible. At the time, the reflective T was just an excuse to make the trip 50 feet above the
water’s surface; the real reason was to prove to myself I could do it if I had to. At the time, it was
still hard to imagine we would actually ever use the T to help us find our way home at night.As
the dinghy putts closer, Steve kills the engine so we glide the last few feet to Receta. The slip-
slap-slip-slap of our wake on the hull dies away, and quiet seems to resettle on the darkness. In
fact, the night is incredibly noisy—but the piping of thousands of tree frogs is by now an
accustomed background sound, as ordinary and unremarkable a part of the summer night as
the hum of an air conditioner once was. I grab the boat’s swim ladder, tie the dinghy to a cleat,
and climb into the cockpit. We’re home.A bus comes hurtling around the curve past Nimrod’s
rum shop every ten minutes or so, and while you wait you can watch Hugh Nimrod lettering a
sign under the spreading ginnip tree next to the shop, his hands steady but his eyes a gentle
haze of rum. If Hugh is inside serving a customer, there are always the goats to watch, the
spindly young ones suckling on their mamas, who continue to graze intently up and down the
roadside, pointedly ignoring the kids they drag along.The morning is cool and green, the sun not
yet risen high enough behind the mountains to feel its heat. It’s market day for us, and we have
zipped across the turquoise bay in the opposite direction from last night and tied our dinghy to
the long skinny dock at Lower Woburn—a village of a hundred or so people, a handful of tiny
stores, a few chickens and goats, and a riotous profusion of banana, mango, coconut, breadfruit,
and papaya trees. The local fishermen and lobster divers don’t bother with the dock; they just
pull their heavy wooden boats up on the sliver of beach and run a line to a palm tree, leaving the
dock free for kids to cannonball off the end or fish with their handlines, and for people like us to
tether our dinghies when we come ashore.A couple of minutes’ walk up the road from the dock
brings us to Nimrod’s, where the bus stops—but, then again, the bus will stop almost anywhere
along the winding road if you wave, or point, or scratch your nose, or slow your pace even a
fraction, suggesting you just might be tempted into a ride. “Bus stop” is a flexible concept in
Grenada, sensibly dictated by the driver’s bottom line, since public transit is privately, individually
owned. You can get off most anywhere too, of course; just rap your knuckles on the metal frame
of the bus when you’re ready.The first bus to slide to a halt outside Nimrod’s this morning is
named All Eyes on We—perfectly acceptable grammar on this island, where objective pronouns
are scarce as snow. Like all its public-transit counterparts, All Eyes on We is a minivan, and the
driver’s assistant—the conductor kid, we call him—throws open the side door for us to climb
onboard. “Good morning,” Steve says immediately to the bus at large, loud enough to be heard
over the high-volume soca tunes issuing from the van’s speakers. “Okaaayyyy,” “Good morning,”
“Okay, okaaayyyyy,” the other passengers reply. People here are expected to say good morning



and good afternoon to others on public transportation. To strangers. It’s simply good
manners.During the school year, the morning buses are jammed with kids in their neat uniforms.
But today, in the row in front of me, one very little girl sits by herself, no older sibling sandwiched
in next to her. Four years old at most, she sits quietly, looking straight ahead, very neatly turned
out in a little red jumper and sporting a wonderful assortment of baubles in her elaborately
braided hair: plastic cars, trains, planes, pumpkins, hearts, and balls, along with a rainbow of
ribbons tied in careful bows. Without anyone signaling a stop, the bus pulls over about a mile
down the road from Nimrod’s, in front of a church preschool. The teenage conductor kid—old
enough to be packing an attitude—gently lifts the little girl down, helps her put on her tiny
backpack, and then takes her by the hand and slowly walks her around the van to the path at the
front of the church. From there, she skips off toward the building, a blur of red jumper and flying
braids. The rest of the passengers wait patiently as this sweet, slow scene unfolds—no
restlessness, no checking of watches, no mutterings about being late for morning appointments.
On island time, it doesn’t matter. Most days, I don’t even bother to wear a watch.Besides walking
little girls to preschool, the conductor kid collects fares when passengers disembark and hands
down their bags and packages. He also orchestrates the seating as the bus begins to get more
crowded. Once every inch of the bench seats is occupied, he pulls down little tip-up seats that fill
the aisle. The van is absolutely, completely full now, and I’m sure it won’t stop for anyone else.
But no—someone gestures from the roadside, and now the conductor kid is a magician,
whipping a cushion out of thin air and placing it over the gap between a tip-up seat and a bench
seat to create a place for the new arrival to settle her ample self. Steve’s regular game on bus
trips to town is to keep a running body count; the prize so far goes to the kid who managed to
cram twenty-two bodies into a twelve-person van.It’s perhaps only 5 straight-line miles from
Nimrod’s to the center of St. George’s, Grenada’s capital, where the market is. But describing it
as 5 straight-line miles doesn’t capture the essence of the half-hour trip: the ricocheting of the
van through the curves, the driver beeping a firm “keep clear” to anyone who might be
approaching from the other direction, since none of Grenada’s roads appears to be wider than
one-and-three-quarters lanes. A wall of tropical vegetation rises up before us as we enter each
hairpin turn, so thick I can feel its damp coolness on my face. Splashes of color jump out of the
green—clusters of thimble-sized orange flowers on the flamboyant trees, and brilliant magenta
bougainvillea. As we whip around the bends, I lurch into the unlucky women on either side of me,
leaving a sticky sheen of perspiration on their cool, well-powdered skin.Driving is a bit cavalier
here. One Friday afternoon, our driver pulled to the side of the road across from a rickety one-
room frame building that, like most every business along this road, is “licensed to sell spiritous
liquors.” Without a word, the conductor kid trotted across the road, returning a minute later with a
bottle of Royal Stout. The driver took a couple of grateful gulps and drove on. Nobody
blinked.The other evening, we heard on the news that anyone in Grenada who has more than
thirty driving tickets is going to have his (or her, although we rarely see a woman behind the
wheel) license suspended. That would be 3,000 Grenadians, the announcer said, set to lose



their licenses. This, mind you, in a country where the number of driver’s licenses issued totals
only about 18,500.Finally, St. George’s opens up before us—gleaming white buildings with
orange and red tile roofs arranged around a curve in the Caribbean Sea, the quintessential
Caribbean capital. St. George’s is built into the island’s substantial hills, with the sea on one side
of town and the protected harbor on the other. No one calls it the harbor, though. “Dey on deh
Carenage,” you’ll be told if you ask directions to, say, police headquarters. “Deh Carenage” is
where the big sailing ships were careened in centuries past—turned on their sides at low tide so
their bottoms could be cleaned of barnacles, caulked, and repaired before they headed out to
sea again, having exchanged the ballast of tiles they arrived with for cargoes of spices, coffee,
fruit, and rum. Our bus teeters at the top of an impossibly steep street, until a white-gloved
policeman gives the signal for the driver to descend toward the water.“Mangoes. Look at my
lovely mangoes.” “Christophene. Don’t you need christophene?” “Good morning, darlin’. Stop,
take a look.” “My avocados deh best. Take a taste.” The bus disgorges us into a confusion of
musical voices at the end of the route: the public market at the foot of Market Hill. Huge brightly
colored umbrellas at rakish angles create pockets of shade amidst the hot white light. The tables
underneath hold carefully arranged pyramids of tomatoes and limes, bundles of elephant ear–
like callaloo leaves, brilliant orange wedges sliced from monstrous green-skinned pumpkins. On
the ground are stalks of bananas and plantains in every stage of ripeness—fluorescent green to
creamy yellow to almost solid black—and piles of mysterious, hairy, arthritic-looking roots.The
smell of spices is so strong I can taste them. Heaps of gnarled ginger overflow their trays and vie
for table space with finger-long pieces of cinnamon and mauby bark tied in neat bundles,
pungent allspice berries, sharp little cloves, glossy mahogany nutmegs, and broom-sized
bunches of gray-green thyme. And everywhere, everywhere, the sweet perfume of mangoes
hangs in the air. It’s mid-August, the last glorious gasp of mango season, and every market table
groans with them. We’ve been devouring them greedily, a couple of times a day. Sometimes we
do as we see the locals doing along the roadside, when they take a break from their work: cut
slabs off the sides with a pocketknife, then pull the flesh from the skin with their teeth. But I also
slice them and squirt them with lime for breakfast, turn them into salsas and salads, bake them
into sweet crisps. With every mango I use, I stand over the sink and suck the last bits of
sweetness off the flat seed, leaving fragrant, sticky trails of juice dripping off my chin. I have
become a mango glutton, and I start to worry if my supply drops below half a dozen.Today, I
beetle toward one of my favorite market ladies, who does business from beneath an enormous
lemon-yellow umbrella that came her way courtesy of Benson & Hedges. She’s resplendent in
her stop-sign-red T-shirt and pants covered by a leopard-print apron, with a ball cap in the colors
of the Grenadian flag—red, yellow, green—on her head. “Four for $4 EC, darlin’,” she says,
pointing to the plump yellowy-orange mangoes stacked on her table. “What are they called?” I
ask, because here, a mango is not simply a mango; at least half-a-dozen varieties are available
in the market on any one day, and I’m trying to learn the differences. “Sealawn,” she says,
drawing out the second syllable like a musical refrain, and the name seems fitting, since we’re



surrounded by the sea and lush greenness. I know there’s a place called Seamoon toward the
north end of the island; I envision the bountiful Sealawn right next to it, covered with heavily
laden mango trees. “Sealawn,” I repeat as I load four into my backpack. She laughs her
approval.I also buy a fragrant bunch of what I’ve learned to call “shadow benny,” a lovely
nickname from the French patois that colors the language on this English-speaking island.
Coupled with the lilting accent, the dropped letters, the missing pronouns, the islocentric
vocabulary, and the high-speed delivery, it makes conversation a challenge. Chadon bene—
shadow benny—means “good tea,” she tells me, since a tea made from its slender, sawtoothed
leaves cures flu, pneumonia, constipation, and other ailments. My shadow benny, though, is
destined for a mango salsa: In taste and smell, it’s a dead ringer for cilantro, or coriander, a close
relative.Our next stop is the fish market, a modestly sized building on the waterfront. There’s no
sign to identify it—it’s next door to the abattoir, which is helpfully signed to alert the unwary—but
is hard to miss since the vendors spill out onto the sidewalk, their scarred wooden tables lined
with bloody hunks of kingfish, whole red snappers neatly side by side, and buckets of slender,
silvery ballyhoo.On our way, we run into a couple of other sailors we know, a pair from Texas.
“You just missed the excitement,” he says. “One guy just chopped off another guy’s hand with a
machete. Over a woman.”Back home, business would have stopped cold for hours while the
area was marked off with yellow crime-scene tape, reports taken, a cleanup crew mopping and
sanitizing while people gossiped and gaped. Here, the hand was simply put on a bed of ice—the
same ice that had been holding raw fish minutes before—and sent with its owner to hospital.
The market was back to normal within minutes, the flies resettled on the snappers, the vendors
resettled in their seats. But the Texas couple is empty-handed: “Somehow we just didn’t feel like
buying any fish,” he says.We are not deterred. There are no stray appendages in sight when we
step into the market’s cool, dim interior, and we immediately stop to admire a gorgeous whole
yellowfin tuna. The vendor leaps to his feet, and as soon as Steve indicates the thickness we
want, slices thick red steaks off the fifty-pound fish with quick swipes of his cutlass, as the long,
curving machete is called here. I have just a moment’s hesitation, wondering where that cutlass
had been a few minutes earlier, but Steve is exuberantly unconcerned. With the tuna the
equivalent of $1.80 a pound, it’s all I can do to stop him from buying the whole damn fish. Dinner
tonight has clearly been decided.On the way back toward our homeward bus, we poke into one
more shop. Unlike the market, here the prices are posted, and I see the sign above one of the
bins. “Ceylon Mangoes,” it says. Or Sealawn, in the lilting voice of an islander. I laugh as broadly
as my favorite market lady.When Steve raps on the roof, My Heart Desire lurches to a stop in
front of Nimrod’s, and the conductor kid hands down our backpacks and my canvas cooler bag.
A little time perched on one of Nimrod’s three stools, schmoozing with Hugh and gulping a cold
drink, is required before returning to the dinghy dock. Nimrod’s is the closest thing to a
convenience store in Lower Woburn, and customers wander in and out to buy one thing or
another, or have a glass of rum. An old-fashioned wooden case on the counter holds baked
goods while the shelves behind are dotted with just a few essentials: cooking oil, rum, fruit juice,



rum, evaporated milk, rum, insecticide, rum. Whenever he gets a chance, Hugh puts aside his
paintbrush and the sign he’s working on to join his customers in a glass, while his slender, sad-
faced wife, Bernadette, stoically keeps the place running. Besides getting customers their
groceries, she takes in laundry, sends faxes, and prepares vats of chicken curry, which she
scoops into large, thin pancake-like roti breads, wraps into neat packages, and sells at
lunchtime. We occasionally see her heading off to church in the afternoon in a flowered dress,
Bible in hand, while Hugh waits for her to disappear around a curve in the road so he can return
to his schmoozing and his rum.On our first visit, Hugh unearths from the back room a set of fat,
dusty oversized ledgers with cracked covers. “Dey been signed by those who cross deh bridge,”
he says in his soft voice, and he insists we turn their pages to get a sense of the tradition—
whatever it is. We haven’t seen a bridge anywhere in Lower Woburn. The ledgers, which date
back more than a decade, don’t shed much light, even though verses, drawings, and oblique
references to the difficulty of “crossing deh bridge” are sprinkled among the signatures of other
cruisers.Eventually, Hugh swears us to secrecy—and brings out a wooden model of a
suspension bridge that he sets on the counter. There are spots for rum cups on each side.
“Ready to cross?” He fills the cups to the brim with rum from Clarke’s Court distillery, just down
the road, while Bernadette puts glasses of water alongside. Hugh makes a sweet toast of
welcome and friendship to those who come to this little village on the coast. He then indicates
we have to down the rum in one go—demonstrating with his own cup, of course. Bernadette just
looks on. I pick up my cup and gulp. Jesus. This is why rum was once called “kill devil.” This is
the local overproof stuff, fresh out of the still, no aging in barrels to temper the raw fire. I cough
and sputter and grope for the water that Bernadette has prudently provided. She gives a little
knowing smile: I wouldn’t be able to spit out the word right now to ask for it myself. While Steve,
his eyes watering only slightly, joins Hugh in a second, I sneak a peek at the bottle: 138 proof, 69
percent alcohol.We have crossed the bridge. We have arrived.Back on board, the shopping put
away, I slide off Receta’s stern ladder into the water to swim just before sunset, as I do every
afternoon, so I can watch, up close, the sea change color—the blue surface becoming streaked
with rose and mauve as the sun sinks. Here, not quite 12 degrees north of the equator, sunset
comes early, even in August. The sun is here one minute, below the horizon the next, and I am
left to do my last lap around the boat in a pool of deepening gray, clutching an old toothbrush. I
haven’t entirely given up the obsessive multitasking of my old life: As I swim, I scrub off the tiny
barnacles determined to get a foothold along the waterline of our hull. I then shower in the
cockpit, using fresh water that was heated by the sun while we were at the market.Steve claims
tonight’s dinner is the best I’ve ever cooked—on land or water—though in truth I do almost
nothing: mince a little market ginger and garlic, add a couple of splashes of soy and olive oil, and
let that thick yellowfin tuna sit in the mixture for just a few minutes; steam some rice, and turn
one of the “Sealawn” mangoes into a salsa the color of the sunset. Meanwhile, on the small gas
barbecue mounted on Receta’s stern rail, Steve quickly grills the fish, and it is dazzling: Seared
on the outside and barely cooked inside, it has a sensuous, almost silken texture, the sweet



salsa a perfect counterpoint to its fresh sea taste. Seven months later, another tuna, this one a
blackfin we catch ourselves eleven islands farther into our journey, finally supplants tonight’s as
the best thing Steve has ever tasted from my kitchen. But until then—even after lobster season
opens a few weeks from now—the yellowfin will remain first in his affection.After we do the
dishes—by hand, in one small pan of water, since every drop of fresh water we use now has to
be caught when it rains or ferried aboard in jerry cans—I go up on deck to look at the sky and
cool off in the breeze: doing nothing, doing everything. I’ve even taken to sleeping in the cockpit
on still nights, when no wind disturbs the sultry air, the heat lies like a heavy blanket, and Steve
gives off a million BTUs in our berth below. Not a building is visible on either mainland or island
shore—no houses, stores, hotels, or restaurants—so there are no lights to dim the stars
embroidered on the dark velvet overhead. The breeze is gentle and, as always, the piping frogs
sing.This is what I traded my Day-Timer and business clothes for a year ago. This is what my
daily life has become. Ann of a Thousand Deadlines has slowly, surely, been left behind.Island
TimeThe market ladies sell spice necklaces—garlands of cloves, cinnamon bark, bay leaves,
cocoa beans, mace, and nutmeg—that are irresistible. I now have them hanging all around the
boat, making it smell spicy and delicious. Mangoes are in season, and literally falling off the trees
—an embarrassment of mangoes, to someone from the north. We feel duty bound to try as
many varieties as we can.JOURNAL ENTRY, JULY 1998In the distance, the hills on Hog Island
are soft black silhouettes against a paler starlit sky the color of shark’s skin. Fish skip across the
ocean surface in front of our small inflatable dinghy, each one a quick metallic sparkle in the
beam of my flashlight. The air is heavy, warm, scented—partly a salty sea smell, from the shiny-
wet rock wall close to us on one side, which has just been uncovered by the falling tide; but
partly, too, the smell of lush land floating out from the dark hillsides, the fragrance of white
frangipani and blooming spice trees.Steve points our dinghy at the taller of the island’s rounded
hills, and from my perch in the bow, I begin a slow, measured count, just loud enough for him to
hear over the burble of the outboard: “Onnnnne Mississippi . . . twooooo Mississippi . . . threeeee
Mississippi . . .” When I reach “tennnnnnn Mississippi,” Steve pulls the tiller to turn us toward the
second, smaller hill, farther to the north. Within seconds now, if I’ve counted at the correct
speed, my flashlight should pick up a pair of cantaloupe-sized white floats bobbing on the ocean
ahead of us. About 20 feet apart, they mark a deep-water route that threads between patches of
coral reef lying just below the surface. We had timed the turn during daylight, when the sea was
serene and the sun high overhead, when we could clearly see the sapphire ribbon of safe water
between the dappled yellow-green reefs.“Slow it down, slow it down, I don’t see the floats yet,” I
call back to Steve, panning my light nervously in wide arcs. We have to spot the floats before
proceeding. If we don’t follow a line straight between them, we will almost certainly grind to a halt
on the reef, damaging both it and our prop, and impaling the dinghy on the coral spikes—a far-
from-appealing idea in a small rubber boat, in the darkness, on the ocean. He cuts the
throttle.We are heading home from dinner out with friends on the night of my forty-sixth birthday,
and this thread-the-needle-in-the-dark dinghy trip is what heading home now involves. Because



home these days is a 42-foot sailboat named Receta, which currently floats off the southeastern
coast of Grenada, in a protected bay behind these shallow reefs. She has carried us to the
Caribbean from Toronto, where we lived and worked until a year ago, and where we’ll return a
year from now—2,100 miles south as the crow flies, but much, much farther as the sailboat
travels.“There. Got ’em.” The white balls gleam as I flick my light from one to the other so Steve
can see the gap. We’re right on course. The anchorage opens up ahead, between a short finger
of “mainland” Grenada on one side and a barely disconnected thumb of land, Hog Island, on the
other. The masts of maybe twenty boats inscribe gentle arcs in the night sky, but I can pick
Receta out from her neighbors by the T that glints near the top of her mast when I shine my light
on it. I had placed that T there myself seven months earlier in Key Biscayne, Florida. Steve had
winched me up the mast, and with both arms and both legs wrapped around it so tightly that the
muscles ached for days afterward, I had peeled the backing off pieces of reflective tape and
slapped them hurriedly on the metal, desperate to be lowered back down to sea level as quickly
as possible. At the time, the reflective T was just an excuse to make the trip 50 feet above the
water’s surface; the real reason was to prove to myself I could do it if I had to. At the time, it was
still hard to imagine we would actually ever use the T to help us find our way home at night.As
the dinghy putts closer, Steve kills the engine so we glide the last few feet to Receta. The slip-
slap-slip-slap of our wake on the hull dies away, and quiet seems to resettle on the darkness. In
fact, the night is incredibly noisy—but the piping of thousands of tree frogs is by now an
accustomed background sound, as ordinary and unremarkable a part of the summer night as
the hum of an air conditioner once was. I grab the boat’s swim ladder, tie the dinghy to a cleat,
and climb into the cockpit. We’re home.A bus comes hurtling around the curve past Nimrod’s
rum shop every ten minutes or so, and while you wait you can watch Hugh Nimrod lettering a
sign under the spreading ginnip tree next to the shop, his hands steady but his eyes a gentle
haze of rum. If Hugh is inside serving a customer, there are always the goats to watch, the
spindly young ones suckling on their mamas, who continue to graze intently up and down the
roadside, pointedly ignoring the kids they drag along.The morning is cool and green, the sun not
yet risen high enough behind the mountains to feel its heat. It’s market day for us, and we have
zipped across the turquoise bay in the opposite direction from last night and tied our dinghy to
the long skinny dock at Lower Woburn—a village of a hundred or so people, a handful of tiny
stores, a few chickens and goats, and a riotous profusion of banana, mango, coconut, breadfruit,
and papaya trees. The local fishermen and lobster divers don’t bother with the dock; they just
pull their heavy wooden boats up on the sliver of beach and run a line to a palm tree, leaving the
dock free for kids to cannonball off the end or fish with their handlines, and for people like us to
tether our dinghies when we come ashore.A couple of minutes’ walk up the road from the dock
brings us to Nimrod’s, where the bus stops—but, then again, the bus will stop almost anywhere
along the winding road if you wave, or point, or scratch your nose, or slow your pace even a
fraction, suggesting you just might be tempted into a ride. “Bus stop” is a flexible concept in
Grenada, sensibly dictated by the driver’s bottom line, since public transit is privately, individually



owned. You can get off most anywhere too, of course; just rap your knuckles on the metal frame
of the bus when you’re ready.The first bus to slide to a halt outside Nimrod’s this morning is
named All Eyes on We—perfectly acceptable grammar on this island, where objective pronouns
are scarce as snow. Like all its public-transit counterparts, All Eyes on We is a minivan, and the
driver’s assistant—the conductor kid, we call him—throws open the side door for us to climb
onboard. “Good morning,” Steve says immediately to the bus at large, loud enough to be heard
over the high-volume soca tunes issuing from the van’s speakers. “Okaaayyyy,” “Good morning,”
“Okay, okaaayyyyy,” the other passengers reply. People here are expected to say good morning
and good afternoon to others on public transportation. To strangers. It’s simply good
manners.During the school year, the morning buses are jammed with kids in their neat uniforms.
But today, in the row in front of me, one very little girl sits by herself, no older sibling sandwiched
in next to her. Four years old at most, she sits quietly, looking straight ahead, very neatly turned
out in a little red jumper and sporting a wonderful assortment of baubles in her elaborately
braided hair: plastic cars, trains, planes, pumpkins, hearts, and balls, along with a rainbow of
ribbons tied in careful bows. Without anyone signaling a stop, the bus pulls over about a mile
down the road from Nimrod’s, in front of a church preschool. The teenage conductor kid—old
enough to be packing an attitude—gently lifts the little girl down, helps her put on her tiny
backpack, and then takes her by the hand and slowly walks her around the van to the path at the
front of the church. From there, she skips off toward the building, a blur of red jumper and flying
braids. The rest of the passengers wait patiently as this sweet, slow scene unfolds—no
restlessness, no checking of watches, no mutterings about being late for morning appointments.
On island time, it doesn’t matter. Most days, I don’t even bother to wear a watch.Besides walking
little girls to preschool, the conductor kid collects fares when passengers disembark and hands
down their bags and packages. He also orchestrates the seating as the bus begins to get more
crowded. Once every inch of the bench seats is occupied, he pulls down little tip-up seats that fill
the aisle. The van is absolutely, completely full now, and I’m sure it won’t stop for anyone else.
But no—someone gestures from the roadside, and now the conductor kid is a magician,
whipping a cushion out of thin air and placing it over the gap between a tip-up seat and a bench
seat to create a place for the new arrival to settle her ample self. Steve’s regular game on bus
trips to town is to keep a running body count; the prize so far goes to the kid who managed to
cram twenty-two bodies into a twelve-person van.It’s perhaps only 5 straight-line miles from
Nimrod’s to the center of St. George’s, Grenada’s capital, where the market is. But describing it
as 5 straight-line miles doesn’t capture the essence of the half-hour trip: the ricocheting of the
van through the curves, the driver beeping a firm “keep clear” to anyone who might be
approaching from the other direction, since none of Grenada’s roads appears to be wider than
one-and-three-quarters lanes. A wall of tropical vegetation rises up before us as we enter each
hairpin turn, so thick I can feel its damp coolness on my face. Splashes of color jump out of the
green—clusters of thimble-sized orange flowers on the flamboyant trees, and brilliant magenta
bougainvillea. As we whip around the bends, I lurch into the unlucky women on either side of me,



leaving a sticky sheen of perspiration on their cool, well-powdered skin.Driving is a bit cavalier
here. One Friday afternoon, our driver pulled to the side of the road across from a rickety one-
room frame building that, like most every business along this road, is “licensed to sell spiritous
liquors.” Without a word, the conductor kid trotted across the road, returning a minute later with a
bottle of Royal Stout. The driver took a couple of grateful gulps and drove on. Nobody
blinked.The other evening, we heard on the news that anyone in Grenada who has more than
thirty driving tickets is going to have his (or her, although we rarely see a woman behind the
wheel) license suspended. That would be 3,000 Grenadians, the announcer said, set to lose
their licenses. This, mind you, in a country where the number of driver’s licenses issued totals
only about 18,500.Finally, St. George’s opens up before us—gleaming white buildings with
orange and red tile roofs arranged around a curve in the Caribbean Sea, the quintessential
Caribbean capital. St. George’s is built into the island’s substantial hills, with the sea on one side
of town and the protected harbor on the other. No one calls it the harbor, though. “Dey on deh
Carenage,” you’ll be told if you ask directions to, say, police headquarters. “Deh Carenage” is
where the big sailing ships were careened in centuries past—turned on their sides at low tide so
their bottoms could be cleaned of barnacles, caulked, and repaired before they headed out to
sea again, having exchanged the ballast of tiles they arrived with for cargoes of spices, coffee,
fruit, and rum. Our bus teeters at the top of an impossibly steep street, until a white-gloved
policeman gives the signal for the driver to descend toward the water.“Mangoes. Look at my
lovely mangoes.” “Christophene. Don’t you need christophene?” “Good morning, darlin’. Stop,
take a look.” “My avocados deh best. Take a taste.” The bus disgorges us into a confusion of
musical voices at the end of the route: the public market at the foot of Market Hill. Huge brightly
colored umbrellas at rakish angles create pockets of shade amidst the hot white light. The tables
underneath hold carefully arranged pyramids of tomatoes and limes, bundles of elephant ear–
like callaloo leaves, brilliant orange wedges sliced from monstrous green-skinned pumpkins. On
the ground are stalks of bananas and plantains in every stage of ripeness—fluorescent green to
creamy yellow to almost solid black—and piles of mysterious, hairy, arthritic-looking roots.The
smell of spices is so strong I can taste them. Heaps of gnarled ginger overflow their trays and vie
for table space with finger-long pieces of cinnamon and mauby bark tied in neat bundles,
pungent allspice berries, sharp little cloves, glossy mahogany nutmegs, and broom-sized
bunches of gray-green thyme. And everywhere, everywhere, the sweet perfume of mangoes
hangs in the air. It’s mid-August, the last glorious gasp of mango season, and every market table
groans with them. We’ve been devouring them greedily, a couple of times a day. Sometimes we
do as we see the locals doing along the roadside, when they take a break from their work: cut
slabs off the sides with a pocketknife, then pull the flesh from the skin with their teeth. But I also
slice them and squirt them with lime for breakfast, turn them into salsas and salads, bake them
into sweet crisps. With every mango I use, I stand over the sink and suck the last bits of
sweetness off the flat seed, leaving fragrant, sticky trails of juice dripping off my chin. I have
become a mango glutton, and I start to worry if my supply drops below half a dozen.Today, I



beetle toward one of my favorite market ladies, who does business from beneath an enormous
lemon-yellow umbrella that came her way courtesy of Benson & Hedges. She’s resplendent in
her stop-sign-red T-shirt and pants covered by a leopard-print apron, with a ball cap in the colors
of the Grenadian flag—red, yellow, green—on her head. “Four for $4 EC, darlin’,” she says,
pointing to the plump yellowy-orange mangoes stacked on her table. “What are they called?” I
ask, because here, a mango is not simply a mango; at least half-a-dozen varieties are available
in the market on any one day, and I’m trying to learn the differences. “Sealawn,” she says,
drawing out the second syllable like a musical refrain, and the name seems fitting, since we’re
surrounded by the sea and lush greenness. I know there’s a place called Seamoon toward the
north end of the island; I envision the bountiful Sealawn right next to it, covered with heavily
laden mango trees. “Sealawn,” I repeat as I load four into my backpack. She laughs her
approval.I also buy a fragrant bunch of what I’ve learned to call “shadow benny,” a lovely
nickname from the French patois that colors the language on this English-speaking island.
Coupled with the lilting accent, the dropped letters, the missing pronouns, the islocentric
vocabulary, and the high-speed delivery, it makes conversation a challenge. Chadon bene—
shadow benny—means “good tea,” she tells me, since a tea made from its slender, sawtoothed
leaves cures flu, pneumonia, constipation, and other ailments. My shadow benny, though, is
destined for a mango salsa: In taste and smell, it’s a dead ringer for cilantro, or coriander, a close
relative.Our next stop is the fish market, a modestly sized building on the waterfront. There’s no
sign to identify it—it’s next door to the abattoir, which is helpfully signed to alert the unwary—but
is hard to miss since the vendors spill out onto the sidewalk, their scarred wooden tables lined
with bloody hunks of kingfish, whole red snappers neatly side by side, and buckets of slender,
silvery ballyhoo.On our way, we run into a couple of other sailors we know, a pair from Texas.
“You just missed the excitement,” he says. “One guy just chopped off another guy’s hand with a
machete. Over a woman.”Back home, business would have stopped cold for hours while the
area was marked off with yellow crime-scene tape, reports taken, a cleanup crew mopping and
sanitizing while people gossiped and gaped. Here, the hand was simply put on a bed of ice—the
same ice that had been holding raw fish minutes before—and sent with its owner to hospital.
The market was back to normal within minutes, the flies resettled on the snappers, the vendors
resettled in their seats. But the Texas couple is empty-handed: “Somehow we just didn’t feel like
buying any fish,” he says.We are not deterred. There are no stray appendages in sight when we
step into the market’s cool, dim interior, and we immediately stop to admire a gorgeous whole
yellowfin tuna. The vendor leaps to his feet, and as soon as Steve indicates the thickness we
want, slices thick red steaks off the fifty-pound fish with quick swipes of his cutlass, as the long,
curving machete is called here. I have just a moment’s hesitation, wondering where that cutlass
had been a few minutes earlier, but Steve is exuberantly unconcerned. With the tuna the
equivalent of $1.80 a pound, it’s all I can do to stop him from buying the whole damn fish. Dinner
tonight has clearly been decided.On the way back toward our homeward bus, we poke into one
more shop. Unlike the market, here the prices are posted, and I see the sign above one of the



bins. “Ceylon Mangoes,” it says. Or Sealawn, in the lilting voice of an islander. I laugh as broadly
as my favorite market lady.When Steve raps on the roof, My Heart Desire lurches to a stop in
front of Nimrod’s, and the conductor kid hands down our backpacks and my canvas cooler bag.
A little time perched on one of Nimrod’s three stools, schmoozing with Hugh and gulping a cold
drink, is required before returning to the dinghy dock. Nimrod’s is the closest thing to a
convenience store in Lower Woburn, and customers wander in and out to buy one thing or
another, or have a glass of rum. An old-fashioned wooden case on the counter holds baked
goods while the shelves behind are dotted with just a few essentials: cooking oil, rum, fruit juice,
rum, evaporated milk, rum, insecticide, rum. Whenever he gets a chance, Hugh puts aside his
paintbrush and the sign he’s working on to join his customers in a glass, while his slender, sad-
faced wife, Bernadette, stoically keeps the place running. Besides getting customers their
groceries, she takes in laundry, sends faxes, and prepares vats of chicken curry, which she
scoops into large, thin pancake-like roti breads, wraps into neat packages, and sells at
lunchtime. We occasionally see her heading off to church in the afternoon in a flowered dress,
Bible in hand, while Hugh waits for her to disappear around a curve in the road so he can return
to his schmoozing and his rum.On our first visit, Hugh unearths from the back room a set of fat,
dusty oversized ledgers with cracked covers. “Dey been signed by those who cross deh bridge,”
he says in his soft voice, and he insists we turn their pages to get a sense of the tradition—
whatever it is. We haven’t seen a bridge anywhere in Lower Woburn. The ledgers, which date
back more than a decade, don’t shed much light, even though verses, drawings, and oblique
references to the difficulty of “crossing deh bridge” are sprinkled among the signatures of other
cruisers.Eventually, Hugh swears us to secrecy—and brings out a wooden model of a
suspension bridge that he sets on the counter. There are spots for rum cups on each side.
“Ready to cross?” He fills the cups to the brim with rum from Clarke’s Court distillery, just down
the road, while Bernadette puts glasses of water alongside. Hugh makes a sweet toast of
welcome and friendship to those who come to this little village on the coast. He then indicates
we have to down the rum in one go—demonstrating with his own cup, of course. Bernadette just
looks on. I pick up my cup and gulp. Jesus. This is why rum was once called “kill devil.” This is
the local overproof stuff, fresh out of the still, no aging in barrels to temper the raw fire. I cough
and sputter and grope for the water that Bernadette has prudently provided. She gives a little
knowing smile: I wouldn’t be able to spit out the word right now to ask for it myself. While Steve,
his eyes watering only slightly, joins Hugh in a second, I sneak a peek at the bottle: 138 proof, 69
percent alcohol.We have crossed the bridge. We have arrived.Back on board, the shopping put
away, I slide off Receta’s stern ladder into the water to swim just before sunset, as I do every
afternoon, so I can watch, up close, the sea change color—the blue surface becoming streaked
with rose and mauve as the sun sinks. Here, not quite 12 degrees north of the equator, sunset
comes early, even in August. The sun is here one minute, below the horizon the next, and I am
left to do my last lap around the boat in a pool of deepening gray, clutching an old toothbrush. I
haven’t entirely given up the obsessive multitasking of my old life: As I swim, I scrub off the tiny



barnacles determined to get a foothold along the waterline of our hull. I then shower in the
cockpit, using fresh water that was heated by the sun while we were at the market.Steve claims
tonight’s dinner is the best I’ve ever cooked—on land or water—though in truth I do almost
nothing: mince a little market ginger and garlic, add a couple of splashes of soy and olive oil, and
let that thick yellowfin tuna sit in the mixture for just a few minutes; steam some rice, and turn
one of the “Sealawn” mangoes into a salsa the color of the sunset. Meanwhile, on the small gas
barbecue mounted on Receta’s stern rail, Steve quickly grills the fish, and it is dazzling: Seared
on the outside and barely cooked inside, it has a sensuous, almost silken texture, the sweet
salsa a perfect counterpoint to its fresh sea taste. Seven months later, another tuna, this one a
blackfin we catch ourselves eleven islands farther into our journey, finally supplants tonight’s as
the best thing Steve has ever tasted from my kitchen. But until then—even after lobster season
opens a few weeks from now—the yellowfin will remain first in his affection.After we do the
dishes—by hand, in one small pan of water, since every drop of fresh water we use now has to
be caught when it rains or ferried aboard in jerry cans—I go up on deck to look at the sky and
cool off in the breeze: doing nothing, doing everything. I’ve even taken to sleeping in the cockpit
on still nights, when no wind disturbs the sultry air, the heat lies like a heavy blanket, and Steve
gives off a million BTUs in our berth below. Not a building is visible on either mainland or island
shore—no houses, stores, hotels, or restaurants—so there are no lights to dim the stars
embroidered on the dark velvet overhead. The breeze is gentle and, as always, the piping frogs
sing.This is what I traded my Day-Timer and business clothes for a year ago. This is what my
daily life has become. Ann of a Thousand Deadlines has slowly, surely, been left behind.The
Five-Year PlanYour courage is like a kite. Big wind raises it higher.FORTUNE COOKIE,
TORONTO, CANADA;NOVEMBER 1996Relinquishing fears now allows you to
succeed.FORTUNE COOKIE, PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD;NOVEMBER 1998Perhaps the
hardest thing, we realized in hindsight, was making the decision to go.It had started as idle,
dreamy chat in the bleak days of January and February, the time of year I detest in Toronto,
when all the color is sucked out of the city, and even the snow looks gray and tired. As I do.I left
for work in the dark and returned home in the dark. On the rare days the sun bothered to show
itself, it was a pale lemon pretender, offering little warmth and barely brightening the gunmetal
surface of Lake Ontario. When I cooked dinner in the evening, Steve would catch me warming
my hands over the stove, and, later, huddling over the heating vent in our bedroom while I read.
It’s a very sad sight, he would say. I looked like the little match girl rather than a successful
magazine editor. I didn’t care. I longed to be too hot.Steve—three years younger than me, all
hard angles and sharp edges on the outside, a romantic softie within—was my partner in work
as well as life. A small-town Ontario boy, he’d relocated to the city to go to art college in the
seventies and never left. For the past few years, we’d been working for the same magazine, and
it was hard to tell most days where business ended and private life began. We operated in
separate spaces: he, the freelance art director, from a crammed studio tucked into the back of
the second floor of our house; me, the editor, at the magazine’s main office, a fifteen-minute



drive away. But we speed-dialed each other incessantly and flung e-mails and electronic story
layouts back and forth all day long. When people asked how our relationship could survive our
working together, I’d exclaim about the virtues. “How many people have a chance to see
firsthand how really good their spouses are at what they do?” That was on the good days.The
rest of the time, I drove home in the cold at night, freezing and fuming, replaying the day, and
arrived ready to rant: about the sloppy writers, the uninspired stories, the cheapskate publisher,
the blown deadlines and, especially, the talented but unreasonable art director. “Turn it off, the
office is closed,” Steve would say. And I would—for at least a full minute. Our work and our
personal lives were inseparable.And there never seemed to be enough hours for both. Every day
required a battle plan. Besides the magazine, we squeezed in other publishing projects that we
worked on together—including a small ongoing series of guidebooks for boaters on the Great
Lakes that Steve published himself. They took a backseat to the other stuff and were, like their
publisher, often late. Meanwhile, I was ruled day and night by my watch and the to-do lists in my
Day-Timer. “I can barely brush my teeth without a deadline,” I joked to friends. But increasingly I
didn’t find it funny.On the surface, Steve remained calm and unruffled, letting the pressure swirl
around him, seemingly as casual about business deadlines as he was about his standard
business attire (T-shirt and jeans no matter what, unless the weather permitted shorts or
required a sweatshirt). “It will all get done,” he’d tell me, “whether you stew about it or not.” Yet I
knew he was growing more and more resentful of the constant demands on his time and his
perpetual state of overcommitment. Not to mention what he swore was “ten months of winter a
year.”His solution was thrown out casually—just another sensible suggestion, like telling me I
should crank up the thermostat when I complained about the cold. “So let’s take a break and sail
south to the Caribbean for a couple of years,” he said.Right. Escaping work and winter for a
couple of years sounded wonderful—but escaping on a sailboat? Was he nuts? Sure, I needed
a break—we both did—but did he think I had somehow been miraculously grafted onto
someone else’s sea legs?I had never set foot on a sailboat until one of my first dates with him,
and it was hardly an auspicious beginning to a relationship, let alone a sailing career. Having
taught himself to sail and fallen in love with sailing a few years earlier, Steve had planned a
romantic afternoon for two on his boat on the lake. In fact, we didn’t even get away from the
dock, after he backed over one of his mooring lines leaving the slip and wrapped it on the
propeller. (“I was too busy trying to impress you,” he told me later.) Our second sailing date
wasn’t much better: It was aborted at the marina’s fuel dock, when he discovered one of the
boat’s hoses had become detached, filling the bilge with gasoline. I, meanwhile, had identified
sailing as an activity where things frequently go wrong.When he did eventually get me out on the
lake, I loved the feeling of being propelled by the wind, the total quiet except for the water
gurgling past, the sense of freedom that came with leaving land (and land-based concerns)
behind. But I only loved it on days when the lake was flat and the breeze gentle. My nervousness
increased in direct proportion to wind strength, and so did my tendency to seasickness. I was
most definitely not a natural sailor. I didn’t react instinctively to the wind—or to the movement of



the boat. “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks,” I’d mutter, lurching into the companionway and
simultaneously barking a shin and a shoulder.One August, several years after we had bought a
house and moved in together, I had a routine checkup with my doctor. As she was examining
me, she suddenly asked in all seriousness, “Is your husband beating you?” She was staring at
my assortment of multicolored sailing bruises, which I’d become accustomed to having all
summer long. I still had not developed anything that could remotely be called sea legs.By the
time Steve popped his “let’s sail south” suggestion about five years later, I had fewer bruises and
a few more basic skills, but not much else had changed in my relationship with sailing. Steve,
meanwhile, had become an even more competent and confident sailor. He now raced the boat
every Wednesday night in Toronto’s harbor, and also entered longer weekend races on Lake
Ontario when he could get crew. He knew better than to look to me to fill that role.However, not
wanting to focus on my personal shortcomings, I cleverly decided to point out a few other
niggling drawbacks to his “let’s sail south” idea instead. Like money. We were both self-
employed; there was no company or educational institution offering sabbaticals, no family trust
fund, no cash reserves or investments to help pay for a midlife break from the working world. So
how were we going to finance this little adventure?And that’s how the Five-Year Plan was born:
“Let’s think about sailing south five years from now,” Steve said, “and in the meantime we’ll see if
we can put together enough money.” Mostly the Plan would involve paying down the mortgage
on our house, which would involve the ever-popular concepts of fiscal restraint and concerted
savings.“Sure,” I said to Steve. Stay calm, I said to myself. Five years is a long way off. This
doesn’t mean you’re agreeing to sail into the sunset. We can always use the money to do
something else. And I had to admit, in the short term, having the Plan would allow us to fantasize
on the cold, tough days about making the great escape.When we arrive at Smith Island on the
Eastern Shore of Chesapeake Bay, it is just before dusk. Rakish clouds with underskirts of gray
scuttle across the sky. The public dock at the island’s main town of Ewell, where we tie Receta,
is a mere six inches above water level, and it’s still not high tide; the main street is already awash
ankle-deep. Neat white clapboard houses with red or green shutters are scattered along both
sides, but there’s not a soul in sight—and no other boats at the dock—just a family of ducks
paddling up the flooded roadway.By far the most off-the-beaten-path spot we’ve stopped at
since leaving Toronto two months ago, Smith Island, Maryland, is one of only two inhabited
offshore islands in Chesapeake Bay. The other is Tangier Island, a little farther to the south and
just across the Virginia state line. Isolated from the mainland 11 miles away, Smith’s 400 or so
residents make their living by crabbing and, in winter, oystering, as they always have. In fact, the
current residents are direct descendants of the island’s original settlers who came here in 1657.
Almost half the population of Ewell has the same last name, Evans. “Visitors are well advised not
to make jokes or ask too many questions about this,” says William Warner, writing about Tangier
and Smith in Beautiful Swimmers, his Pulitzer Prize–winning elegy to the watermen and crabs of
Chesapeake Bay. I’ve been reading it at night, and annoyingly recounting snatches to Steve
(since he’s already read it himself) as we sail down the bay. I suspect Smith Island would be



unusual at any time, but it is particularly unusual on this chill, blustery October weekday when
we are the only visitors and an abnormally high tide laps across the carefully tended lawns.We
pull on our deck boots and wade up the deserted main street, eventually coming upon a lone
crabber who, with the help of a young woman, is unloading the day’s catch into the back of a
pickup. Blue crabs have been constantly on our minds lately because the most common method
of catching them commercially is the crab trap, and crab traps and boats don’t mix. The traps lie
on the bottom of the bay, the location of each one marked on the surface by a small round buoy
about the size of an overgrown grapefruit, which is attached to the trap below by a rope. During
the summer and early fall, Chesapeake Bay is positively littered with them. “Watermen who
normally set out 200 crab pots in the 1970s now work with 500 to 1,000 to get approximately the
same catch,” Warner tells us. The last thing we want to do is run into one of those ropes and
catch it on our prop, for an unpleasant reprise of our Toronto harbor date.So one of us spots and
one of us steers as we slalom from anchorage to anchorage down the bay. We’re particularly
fond of the crabbers with the blue buoys—almost impossible to see in the waves until we’re right
on top of them, at which point we have to zigzag quickly away, the sails flapping inelegantly from
the unplanned change in direction. Steve figures the only way to get even for the stress of
constant crab-trap watch is to devour as many crabs as possible. There’s no way we’re going to
walk by a truck full of them on Smith Island and not buy some to cook ourselves.“How much are
they?” I ask the young woman hefting traps. She relays the question to the man in oilskins in the
bed of the pickup, who shouts back an incomprehensible answer. The island’s isolation has
allowed a distinctive dialect to survive, with outmoded words and grammatical constructions
from seventeenth-century England. To our ears, it sounds like the crabber is gargling marbles
with a Shakespearean southern drawl. “Thirty-five dollars for number one jimmies,” the woman
translates. Number one jimmies are the big fat prime male crabs, the ones served steamed in
restaurants; but even given that, the price seems high for buying direct from the supplier—
higher, in fact, than we’ve sometimes paid when eating out. “Wannem?” The man in the pickup
pushes a basket scrabbling with live crabs toward the pickup’s rear gate.It’s only then that I
realize the price isn’t for a dozen—our usual consumption—but for an entire bushel basket. I’d
be up all night steaming and picking the meat out of seventy or eighty crabs. And even Steve,
whose lean build belies his near-legendary appetite, can’t see devouring that many. “Can we buy
just a dozen?” Nope, it’s all or none. We politely decline and wade on.Maybe it’s a good thing.
Friends had recounted the difficulty of steaming crabs in the small galley of a cruising boat; one
of theirs had escaped on its way to the pot and disappeared behind the stove. “When we finally
rooted him out, he had a death grip on our propane line,” Wayne had told us.A woman stands on
her front porch, hands on hips, watching the egret that has abandoned the marshes to fish the
main street. “Excuse me, is there a restaurant in town?”She points down the street. “Ruke’s
Store, ’cept it’s closed. He went home to have dinner.”That doesn’t sound promising. “It’s the only
place; he’ll be back ’fore long to open up.”We splash around the village some more, until we spot
a wind-hardened man unlocking the store, then wander in behind him. As we slide into one of



the old-fashioned booths that fill a corner of the general store, he tells us we still can’t get dinner:
The cook is trapped at home by the exceptionally high water.“Happens three times a year or so
now,” he explains. “You have to wait ’til a nor’wester blows through and ends it.” Some people
blame global warming—as the sea warms, it is rising and nibbling away at the land—others say
the island is sinking. Whichever, Smith is now just a foot above sea level, and the island’s
graveyard has been so badly flooded at times that coffins have been sent floating down the main
street.“There is little doubt that Smith Island is the champion of the Chesapeake in soft crab
production,” Beautiful Swimmers had informed us. To be here and not try one would be for Steve
like being in Burgundy and not trying the local wine.The joy of a softshell is eating the entire fried-
crisp thing. But there’s only about a one-day window between when a crab discards its old shell
and when the new shell has hardened too much to eat, so the harvest has necessarily evolved
into a precise science. With practiced eyes, the watermen cull the “busters,” which have begun to
shed, and the “peelers,” which are just about to. And then they wait. The moment the crabs molt,
they are put on ice and rushed to market.The ones that arrive in front of Steve, once the tide
turns and the cook arrives, are so perfect he has no intention of sharing more than one measly
bite with me: dredged in flour and panfried gloriously crisp on the outside, yet soft and melting
inside, with no trace of hardness from the start of a new shell. We end up ordering a platter of
three additional softshells, and demolish every last buttery-sweet bite. Meanwhile, I have first
inhaled my own crabcake dinner, giving up only the one requisite taste to Steve that fair trade
requires. The cake is almost pure crab inside its golden exterior, held together by a bit of mayo, a
wisp of seafood seasoning, and not much else. I’m determined to buy some crabmeat—already
steamed and out of the shell—before Receta leaves the Chesapeake and replicate them
onboard myself.The ducks are gone when we walk back to the boat, and the wind is up. The
nor’wester is on its way.In one corner: The security of a job, a steady income, a home, a daily
routine—comfortable, safe, predictable.In the other corner: Escape from work, winter, and daily
routine; the excitement and risk of the unknown—tempting, and more than a little scary.The five
years of the Five-Year Plan were ticking down. The mortgage was smaller, the work rut deeper.
The stream of boating catalogs and books coming into the house had grown to a torrent.
(Steve’s economizing for the Five-Year Plan did not extend to cutbacks on “educational
materials.”) He was soaking up information like a bilge pad under a leaky diesel: on oceangoing
sailboats, sailing gear, maintenance and repairs, passage-making strategies. By now he had
also put numbers on how much sailing to and through the Caribbean would cost: $1,000 to
$1,500 per month. “That’s only $18,000 a year, max,” he said jubilantly. “Staying here would cost
us way more.”Yeah, and he’d better build in a big cushion for when we came back and didn’t
have any work. Did we—particularly I—really have the nerve to put our careers on hold? If we
dropped out now, in our forties, how would we get back in the market and earn a living when we
returned?And there were other concerns. We don’t have any children, but we do have aging
parents—mine were approaching their eighties; Steve’s their seventies. How could we think
about placing ourselves out of easy reach?Even as I raised objections, I knew I was moving



closer to needing a change. I had been editing the same magazine for seven years, and it had
become all-consuming. My whole identity was defined by what I did to make a living, and I didn’t
like that. Steve was focused on the fact that we were growing older; he watched friends put
things off until “later” when, they said, they’d have more money and fewer responsibilities; by the
time “later” came, they were no longer in good health and and no longer able. “I never want to
find ourselves in that position,” Steve said. “I never want to say, ‘If only . . .’ ”Four years into the
Five-Year Plan, we decide to start shopping for a larger boat. This still doesn’t mean you’ve
agreed to sail off into the sunset, I tell myself. It’s not like you’ve set a date to quit your job and
leave town.We find her in Maine, an aging 42-foot sailboat with classic lines and a fine pedigree.
She appears out of the gloom of a boatyard shed, her varnish gleaming despite a patina of dust,
her graceful hull proclaiming speed and elegance and calling our names. She is the first boat we
look at, and the one that six months and many boatyards later becomes ours.Not even sure
exactly what to inspect when shopping for a boat, I lie down on one of the dust-covered, teak-
slatted seats in the cockpit and stretch out to my full length (admittedly, only five feet, two
inches). I know little about evaluating sail plans and hull condition, but I do know the importance
of being comfy for a nap. Steve, meanwhile, examines under the other seat, checking storage
capacity; he lounges on the coaming beside the wheel, to judge the comfort factor while
steering; he inspects the stainless-steel fittings and—on his hands and knees—the condition of
the nonskid surface on the deck. People fall in love in different ways.Inside, we go through her
with flashlights. The oiled teak that lines her cabins gives her a richness and warmth. So what if
the upholstery is a nubby weave in early-eighties-rec-room turquoise-and-orange stripes?
Cushions can be replaced. Traditional glass prisms are set into her deck to refract sunlight into
the cabins, a bit of boat-building finesse missing on newer sailboats. So what if her electronics
are out of date? A bonus, says Steve: He can buy the new ones he wants, without guilt. Her
sleekness—and Steve’s notebooks full of research—suggest she will sail extremely well. She is
a sloop, with the bonus of a removable inner forestay, Steve explains, so she can fly three sails—
a mainsail, a jib or headsail, and a staysail—giving us several options, an advantage in heavier
winds. She will be fast, as befits a design based on an old racing hull, but also comfortable. So
what if she doesn’t have the space of a more modern cruising boat? We can create more
storage by taking out the second toilet (two toilets on a boat, when we don’t even have two
toilets at home?) and an extra berth. Surely we will never need to sleep seven.The list of
changes grows long enough to make our wallets quiver, but we both feel a powerful affinity for
this boat. For Steve, the graphic designer, to be happy, the form of something must be as
pleasing, as perfect, as the way it functions. “Just look at those lines,” he says longingly, returning
for one last lingering glance as we get ready to leave the shed. I can picture myself cooking in
her snug little galley; entertaining at her varnished table, which can easily seat eight (I’ve already
counted); and curling up with Steve in the berth in her aft cabin. The usual practice of referring to
boats in the feminine has always grated on me, and I’ve always made a point of saying “it.” But
this lovely boat demands to be personified. She is sleek and elegant, but also strong and heavy,



built for the ocean. She inexplicably gives me confidence—a word previously nonexistent in any
sentence that also contained the words “Ann” and “sailboat.”I am still nervous in any wind much
stronger than a zephyr, have never handled any boat larger than a dinghy by myself, have never
spent more than two consecutive weeks living on a sailboat—and have never ever sailed at
night. All of which makes me an extremely unlikely candidate for a two-person, two-year sailing
trip. But here we are in Maine, soon to make an offer on a sailboat to do exactly that.The Tartan
Marine Company produced thirty-four 42-foot sailboats between 1980 and 1984; the one in
Maine is hull number 14, and the name emblazoned on her narrow transom is Diara J. Sailing
lore is unequivocal in the matter of boat names: It’s bad luck to change them. But we have no
connection with Diara J—a conflation of the names of the first owner’s children, the boat broker
told us. The J is an ugly visual afterthought—a child who must have arrived after the boat—and
particularly offensive to Steve. Perhaps we would have stuck with the name anyway, though, had
we not heard the guys around the boatyard talking. “That pretty boat,” they’d say as they climbed
the ladder before the sale to add yet another coat of varnish to the gleaming woodwork, “that
pretty boat with a name that looks like ‘diarrhea.’ ”Receta—pronounced with two short e’s—
means recipe in Spanish. “Because she has all the right ingredients,” I tell everyone who asks.
But there’s more to it than that: I love to cook. Even after—or especially after—my most grueling
days at work, I make dinner from scratch, to relax. I’m always playing in the kitchen, trying new
recipes, experimenting, and Steve is a willing subject. We both love to eat.When Receta arrives
in Toronto on a truck from Maine, we add two more years to the Five-Year Plan. After all, we
need time to get to know each other. And make (and pay for) all those easy changes.The first
844 miles of our trip to the Caribbean—from Toronto to the southern end of Chesapeake Bay—
are a relentless barrage of new places, new people, and new problems. Every day, in fact, brings
a new situation to be tackled, something that didn’t previously exist in my limited repertoire of
boating skills. “How about a day that qualifies as quiet and uneventful?” I complain to my journal.
We seem to have merely replaced our work pressures with a new set of stresses. Still,
something is changing: My daily coffee intake has plummeted to one small cup before we get
underway each morning instead of the maybe eight hefty mugs I used to consume each day. The
stimulation of the new is replacing caffeine.We’re not only expending huge amounts of mental
energy, but also doing much more physical, burn-the-calories type work. Two weeks after we
started out, I had stepped on the scales at a yacht club where we stopped and discovered that
without even trying I weighed less—by a good five pounds—than I had at any time in my adult
life. Skinny-to-start-with Steve has had to punch another hole in his belt to hold his slumping
jeans around his narrowing waist.Maneuvering the boat through the twenty-nine locks of the
New York State Canal System and the one federal lock connecting Lake Ontario to the Hudson
River was the first new-to-both-of-us challenge, complicated by a 65-foot-long battering ram
overhanging Receta by 10 feet at the bow and stern: Since sailboats can’t go through the canal
with their masts up, we are carrying it on deck. The trick is to avoid shish-kebabing other boats
while keeping clear of the rough lock walls. “I guess you want me to do the driving,” Steve says,



knowing full well what my response will be. I’ve yet to maneuver Receta in close quarters, and I
figure a crowded, concrete chamber coated in black-green slime is no place to start. We pick up
only one small scratch before being spit out into the Hudson six days after we pulled into the first
lock. Next up is what has historically been one of the world’s busiest harbors, and with the mast
in its proper place once again, we sail under the George Washington Bridge and into New York
City, tacking back and forth across the river until the Statue of Liberty, her torch thrust into the air,
comes into view ahead, welcoming two more new arrivals.For me, it’s a thrilling homecoming. I
was born and raised in New Jersey; my family still lives here. Docked on the Jersey side of the
river overlooking the Manhattan skyline, we uncork champagne to celebrate with Mom and Dad
and family friends. “You’ll see and hear from us as frequently as ever,” I had promised when Mom
and Dad had worried about our heading off, imagining us far away and out of reach. I hope that
by delivering on that promise so quickly, by having made it, seemingly effortlessly, all the way to
their home turf by boat, they will be more relaxed about our trip.I’m careful, though, to hide my
nervousness about the next phase: my first passages on the Atlantic Ocean, necessary to get us
down the New Jersey coast. “I’m getting tired of the word ‘exhilarating,’ ” I tell Steve after we
complete an intense little stretch of ocean around the very bottom of the state. The
recommended route here, through a maze of shallow, shifting sandbars, takes us nerve-
wrackingly close to the rocky coast at Cape May—so close that from Receta’s cockpit we can
smell the bacon and eggs cooking in the resort town’s kitchens.Your parents think this is all my
idea,” Steve said after we broke the news to the family. “They think I’m trying to kill you.” I’m not
sure what horrified them most: my taking up a lifestyle that seemed fraught with danger, my no
longer being at the other end of a phone any minute of the day, or my giving up a good job.
Steve’s parents are more sanguine: They ask if they can come visit.Staying had begun to seem
as terrifying as leaving. Better to take the risk and go, we decided, than forever regret not going.
There would never be a time that would be absolutely right, and if we waited for it, we would wait
forever. Now, when we—and our parents—were healthy was as good a time as any.Despite my
fears, I had slowly come around to the idea that a boat, which combines the means of getting to
a destination with the place to stay when you arrive, would make it possible to travel for an
extended stretch. And one aspect of traveling this way was particularly appealing: It would mean
having a kitchen with us wherever we went. We’d no longer have to limit our food purchases in
exotic destinations to what we could chill in a hotel ice bucket, prepare with a Swiss Army knife,
and consume with our fingers.The Five-Year—now Seven-Year—Plan had worked. We had no
debts. The mortgage was paid off, so we could rent our house for a source of income. We were
completing new editions of two of Steve’s guidebooks, which would be on the market while we
were gone, for another source of income. We’d even built up a small cash cushion. But we’d also
increased our guesstimate of what the trip would cost: $1,500 to $2,000 a month—not including
the equipment we still needed to buy for Receta along the way. On top of that, I’d padded on a
lavish security blanket to allow for lots of phone calls home and occasional flights to visit
parents.The word drifted out to colleagues, and the endless stream of questions began. How



could we give up two highly coveted jobs and just sail over the horizon? How would we survive
when we returned, jobless and out of the loop? What would we do? It was both unnerving and
enlightening that so many concerns revolved around our work. I heard whiffs of words like
“reckless.” I caught wind of a betting pool on how long it would be—how soon, actually—before
we turned back.I hedged when people asked how long we’d be gone. “One year, maybe two,” I
said. I didn’t want anyone to think I’d failed if I chickened out and we returned after one year.Item
in Day-Timer: Reduce contents of house owned by two packrats to a pile of useful possessions
that will fit into a 42-foot sailboat that is only 12 feet, 3 inches across at her widest point. Most of
Receta, in fact, beyond her bulging midsection, is much narrower.“How many T-shirts do you
think I’ll need?”I was ready to throttle him. “How the hell would I know? Have I ever done this?” If
I was stressed out before, now I was strung so tightly you could pluck chords in my neck. The
last guidebook still wasn’t finished (Steve and his deadlines), and the property manager we’d
hired had already rented our house. The first couple who walked through the door snapped it up,
so there was no leeway in our timetable: We had to be completely moved onto Receta in three
weeks.While Steve wrestled with paring down his T-shirt collection on breaks from his computer,
I packed up the rest of the house. Which cookbooks should I take? Could I live with just one
frying pan? Would my wineglasses survive onboard? Each item required a decision before it
went into a box: Was it destined for the storage locker we’d rented, the yard sale planned at
Steve’s parents’ house, the recycling depot, the garbage, or Receta?The smallest pile was the
one for Receta.As I gamely tried to consolidate a whole pantry’s worth of condiments and spices
into a row that would fit on one tiny shelf, it suddenly hit me: For the next two years, I would be
cooking three meals a day in a space barely four feet square. No dishwasher, no food processor,
no microwave, no electric coffeemaker; just a three-burner propane stove with a Lilliputian oven
and a top-opening fridge and freezer with one-fifth the capacity of the one at home.While Steve
continued to mouse around at his Mac, I gradually moved our downsized possessions aboard. I
had everything tidily stowed by the time he finally started packing and moving his own stuff.
“That locker was for my tools,” he said, swinging open a cupboard door in Receta’s aft cabin. It
was neatly piled with wine bottles, each one carefully swathed in bubble wrap and labeled. He
tried another, less-accessible spot. More wine. “I was gonna put my engine spares there,” he
said with dismay. He lifted the cushions on the forward berth to get at the locker there. It was
filled with nonperishable food, and more wine. Surely he didn’t expect me to leave good food
and our (admittedly mediocre) wine cellar behind? The snarling that ensued did not bode well
for the two years to come.As our August departure approached, the daily to-do lists in my Day-
Timer became more intimidating than any I ever had at the office: Get physicals, eye exams,
dental checkups. Arrange out-of-country medical insurance. Work with family doctor on contents
of onboard medical kit. Reassure parents that we really do know what we’re doing while
doubting that we really do. Assemble navigational charts and cruising guidebooks. Buy new
laptop and equip with software that will allow us—we hope—to stay in touch via e-mail with
friends (including the two who are handling the guidebook distribution business while we’re



gone). Reassure parents, who are not yet on e-mail, that there are indeed telephones throughout
the Caribbean. Enroll in first-aid and CPR course. Reassure parents again. Sign powers of
attorney to allow our accountant to handle our finances while we’re away. See lawyer and
prepare living wills, just in case. Reassure parents (and self) again. Find a buyer for my car and
convince Steve’s parents to store his. See every last friend we’ve got in the city, to say good-bye.
Try not to think about all the things I’ll soon be required to do that I’ve never done before. Like sail
at night.We cut things so close to the deadline that we’re on the deck locking the back door of
our empty house as our new tenants are on the porch unlocking the front. I’ve lost ten pounds
from stress, and my excruciatingly well-organized self is trailing loose ends in all directions.
When Carol, the property manager we hired, tracks me down two days after we move out, she
inquires sweetly, “Did you realize you rented the house with a load of your clothes still in the
dryer?”Chesapeake Bay Crabcakes(in the Style of Ruke’s Store)What makes these cakes so
delicious—besides the freshest possible crabmeat—is their meaty texture: They are almost
entirely crab inside, with just enough bread crumbs to hold them together. The cakes are rolled
in crumbs before frying, which gives them a crispy golden exterior. Serve with lemon quarters
and tartar sauce, if you like.1 pound fresh lump crabmeat, drained1 teaspoon Dijon mustard6
tablespoons mayonnaise1 large egg, beaten1⁄4 cup finely minced onion2 tablespoons finely
chopped flat-leaf parsley1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce1⁄4 teaspoon hot sauce (or to taste)2
teaspoons fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon Old Bay SeasoningFreshly ground black pepper1 cup
fine bread crumbs or matzoh meal (approx.)Butter and/or oil for shallow frying1. Mix together all
ingredients except the bread crumbs and the butter or oil. Add just enough crumbs—about 4
tablespoons—so the crab mixture holds together. Taste and season with additional lemon juice,
hot sauce, and pepper as required.2. Form into 6 cakes. Roll cakes in remaining crumbs. Place
on a baking sheet lined with waxed paper and refrigerate for about an hour.3. Heat a small
amount of butter or oil (I like to use a combination) in a large skillet. Fry until golden brown on
both sides, about 5 minutes per side. Drain on paper towels.Serves 2–3Tips• The cakes can be
deep-fried if desired.• Make bite-size cakes to serve as hors d’oeuvres. They can be fried early
in the day and refrigerated, then reheated briefly on a baking tray in a 350°F oven. Makes 25–30
hors d’oeuvres.The Five-Year PlanYour courage is like a kite. Big wind raises it higher.FORTUNE
COOKIE, TORONTO, CANADA;NOVEMBER 1996Relinquishing fears now allows you to
succeed.FORTUNE COOKIE, PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD;NOVEMBER 1998Perhaps the
hardest thing, we realized in hindsight, was making the decision to go.It had started as idle,
dreamy chat in the bleak days of January and February, the time of year I detest in Toronto,
when all the color is sucked out of the city, and even the snow looks gray and tired. As I do.I left
for work in the dark and returned home in the dark. On the rare days the sun bothered to show
itself, it was a pale lemon pretender, offering little warmth and barely brightening the gunmetal
surface of Lake Ontario. When I cooked dinner in the evening, Steve would catch me warming
my hands over the stove, and, later, huddling over the heating vent in our bedroom while I read.
It’s a very sad sight, he would say. I looked like the little match girl rather than a successful



magazine editor. I didn’t care. I longed to be too hot.Steve—three years younger than me, all
hard angles and sharp edges on the outside, a romantic softie within—was my partner in work
as well as life. A small-town Ontario boy, he’d relocated to the city to go to art college in the
seventies and never left. For the past few years, we’d been working for the same magazine, and
it was hard to tell most days where business ended and private life began. We operated in
separate spaces: he, the freelance art director, from a crammed studio tucked into the back of
the second floor of our house; me, the editor, at the magazine’s main office, a fifteen-minute
drive away. But we speed-dialed each other incessantly and flung e-mails and electronic story
layouts back and forth all day long. When people asked how our relationship could survive our
working together, I’d exclaim about the virtues. “How many people have a chance to see
firsthand how really good their spouses are at what they do?” That was on the good days.The
rest of the time, I drove home in the cold at night, freezing and fuming, replaying the day, and
arrived ready to rant: about the sloppy writers, the uninspired stories, the cheapskate publisher,
the blown deadlines and, especially, the talented but unreasonable art director. “Turn it off, the
office is closed,” Steve would say. And I would—for at least a full minute. Our work and our
personal lives were inseparable.And there never seemed to be enough hours for both. Every day
required a battle plan. Besides the magazine, we squeezed in other publishing projects that we
worked on together—including a small ongoing series of guidebooks for boaters on the Great
Lakes that Steve published himself. They took a backseat to the other stuff and were, like their
publisher, often late. Meanwhile, I was ruled day and night by my watch and the to-do lists in my
Day-Timer. “I can barely brush my teeth without a deadline,” I joked to friends. But increasingly I
didn’t find it funny.On the surface, Steve remained calm and unruffled, letting the pressure swirl
around him, seemingly as casual about business deadlines as he was about his standard
business attire (T-shirt and jeans no matter what, unless the weather permitted shorts or
required a sweatshirt). “It will all get done,” he’d tell me, “whether you stew about it or not.” Yet I
knew he was growing more and more resentful of the constant demands on his time and his
perpetual state of overcommitment. Not to mention what he swore was “ten months of winter a
year.”His solution was thrown out casually—just another sensible suggestion, like telling me I
should crank up the thermostat when I complained about the cold. “So let’s take a break and sail
south to the Caribbean for a couple of years,” he said.Right. Escaping work and winter for a
couple of years sounded wonderful—but escaping on a sailboat? Was he nuts? Sure, I needed
a break—we both did—but did he think I had somehow been miraculously grafted onto
someone else’s sea legs?I had never set foot on a sailboat until one of my first dates with him,
and it was hardly an auspicious beginning to a relationship, let alone a sailing career. Having
taught himself to sail and fallen in love with sailing a few years earlier, Steve had planned a
romantic afternoon for two on his boat on the lake. In fact, we didn’t even get away from the
dock, after he backed over one of his mooring lines leaving the slip and wrapped it on the
propeller. (“I was too busy trying to impress you,” he told me later.) Our second sailing date
wasn’t much better: It was aborted at the marina’s fuel dock, when he discovered one of the



boat’s hoses had become detached, filling the bilge with gasoline. I, meanwhile, had identified
sailing as an activity where things frequently go wrong.When he did eventually get me out on the
lake, I loved the feeling of being propelled by the wind, the total quiet except for the water
gurgling past, the sense of freedom that came with leaving land (and land-based concerns)
behind. But I only loved it on days when the lake was flat and the breeze gentle. My nervousness
increased in direct proportion to wind strength, and so did my tendency to seasickness. I was
most definitely not a natural sailor. I didn’t react instinctively to the wind—or to the movement of
the boat. “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks,” I’d mutter, lurching into the companionway and
simultaneously barking a shin and a shoulder.One August, several years after we had bought a
house and moved in together, I had a routine checkup with my doctor. As she was examining
me, she suddenly asked in all seriousness, “Is your husband beating you?” She was staring at
my assortment of multicolored sailing bruises, which I’d become accustomed to having all
summer long. I still had not developed anything that could remotely be called sea legs.By the
time Steve popped his “let’s sail south” suggestion about five years later, I had fewer bruises and
a few more basic skills, but not much else had changed in my relationship with sailing. Steve,
meanwhile, had become an even more competent and confident sailor. He now raced the boat
every Wednesday night in Toronto’s harbor, and also entered longer weekend races on Lake
Ontario when he could get crew. He knew better than to look to me to fill that role.However, not
wanting to focus on my personal shortcomings, I cleverly decided to point out a few other
niggling drawbacks to his “let’s sail south” idea instead. Like money. We were both self-
employed; there was no company or educational institution offering sabbaticals, no family trust
fund, no cash reserves or investments to help pay for a midlife break from the working world. So
how were we going to finance this little adventure?And that’s how the Five-Year Plan was born:
“Let’s think about sailing south five years from now,” Steve said, “and in the meantime we’ll see if
we can put together enough money.” Mostly the Plan would involve paying down the mortgage
on our house, which would involve the ever-popular concepts of fiscal restraint and concerted
savings.“Sure,” I said to Steve. Stay calm, I said to myself. Five years is a long way off. This
doesn’t mean you’re agreeing to sail into the sunset. We can always use the money to do
something else. And I had to admit, in the short term, having the Plan would allow us to fantasize
on the cold, tough days about making the great escape.When we arrive at Smith Island on the
Eastern Shore of Chesapeake Bay, it is just before dusk. Rakish clouds with underskirts of gray
scuttle across the sky. The public dock at the island’s main town of Ewell, where we tie Receta,
is a mere six inches above water level, and it’s still not high tide; the main street is already awash
ankle-deep. Neat white clapboard houses with red or green shutters are scattered along both
sides, but there’s not a soul in sight—and no other boats at the dock—just a family of ducks
paddling up the flooded roadway.By far the most off-the-beaten-path spot we’ve stopped at
since leaving Toronto two months ago, Smith Island, Maryland, is one of only two inhabited
offshore islands in Chesapeake Bay. The other is Tangier Island, a little farther to the south and
just across the Virginia state line. Isolated from the mainland 11 miles away, Smith’s 400 or so



residents make their living by crabbing and, in winter, oystering, as they always have. In fact, the
current residents are direct descendants of the island’s original settlers who came here in 1657.
Almost half the population of Ewell has the same last name, Evans. “Visitors are well advised not
to make jokes or ask too many questions about this,” says William Warner, writing about Tangier
and Smith in Beautiful Swimmers, his Pulitzer Prize–winning elegy to the watermen and crabs of
Chesapeake Bay. I’ve been reading it at night, and annoyingly recounting snatches to Steve
(since he’s already read it himself) as we sail down the bay. I suspect Smith Island would be
unusual at any time, but it is particularly unusual on this chill, blustery October weekday when
we are the only visitors and an abnormally high tide laps across the carefully tended lawns.We
pull on our deck boots and wade up the deserted main street, eventually coming upon a lone
crabber who, with the help of a young woman, is unloading the day’s catch into the back of a
pickup. Blue crabs have been constantly on our minds lately because the most common method
of catching them commercially is the crab trap, and crab traps and boats don’t mix. The traps lie
on the bottom of the bay, the location of each one marked on the surface by a small round buoy
about the size of an overgrown grapefruit, which is attached to the trap below by a rope. During
the summer and early fall, Chesapeake Bay is positively littered with them. “Watermen who
normally set out 200 crab pots in the 1970s now work with 500 to 1,000 to get approximately the
same catch,” Warner tells us. The last thing we want to do is run into one of those ropes and
catch it on our prop, for an unpleasant reprise of our Toronto harbor date.So one of us spots and
one of us steers as we slalom from anchorage to anchorage down the bay. We’re particularly
fond of the crabbers with the blue buoys—almost impossible to see in the waves until we’re right
on top of them, at which point we have to zigzag quickly away, the sails flapping inelegantly from
the unplanned change in direction. Steve figures the only way to get even for the stress of
constant crab-trap watch is to devour as many crabs as possible. There’s no way we’re going to
walk by a truck full of them on Smith Island and not buy some to cook ourselves.“How much are
they?” I ask the young woman hefting traps. She relays the question to the man in oilskins in the
bed of the pickup, who shouts back an incomprehensible answer. The island’s isolation has
allowed a distinctive dialect to survive, with outmoded words and grammatical constructions
from seventeenth-century England. To our ears, it sounds like the crabber is gargling marbles
with a Shakespearean southern drawl. “Thirty-five dollars for number one jimmies,” the woman
translates. Number one jimmies are the big fat prime male crabs, the ones served steamed in
restaurants; but even given that, the price seems high for buying direct from the supplier—
higher, in fact, than we’ve sometimes paid when eating out. “Wannem?” The man in the pickup
pushes a basket scrabbling with live crabs toward the pickup’s rear gate.It’s only then that I
realize the price isn’t for a dozen—our usual consumption—but for an entire bushel basket. I’d
be up all night steaming and picking the meat out of seventy or eighty crabs. And even Steve,
whose lean build belies his near-legendary appetite, can’t see devouring that many. “Can we buy
just a dozen?” Nope, it’s all or none. We politely decline and wade on.Maybe it’s a good thing.
Friends had recounted the difficulty of steaming crabs in the small galley of a cruising boat; one



of theirs had escaped on its way to the pot and disappeared behind the stove. “When we finally
rooted him out, he had a death grip on our propane line,” Wayne had told us.A woman stands on
her front porch, hands on hips, watching the egret that has abandoned the marshes to fish the
main street. “Excuse me, is there a restaurant in town?”She points down the street. “Ruke’s
Store, ’cept it’s closed. He went home to have dinner.”That doesn’t sound promising. “It’s the only
place; he’ll be back ’fore long to open up.”We splash around the village some more, until we spot
a wind-hardened man unlocking the store, then wander in behind him. As we slide into one of
the old-fashioned booths that fill a corner of the general store, he tells us we still can’t get dinner:
The cook is trapped at home by the exceptionally high water.“Happens three times a year or so
now,” he explains. “You have to wait ’til a nor’wester blows through and ends it.” Some people
blame global warming—as the sea warms, it is rising and nibbling away at the land—others say
the island is sinking. Whichever, Smith is now just a foot above sea level, and the island’s
graveyard has been so badly flooded at times that coffins have been sent floating down the main
street.“There is little doubt that Smith Island is the champion of the Chesapeake in soft crab
production,” Beautiful Swimmers had informed us. To be here and not try one would be for Steve
like being in Burgundy and not trying the local wine.The joy of a softshell is eating the entire fried-
crisp thing. But there’s only about a one-day window between when a crab discards its old shell
and when the new shell has hardened too much to eat, so the harvest has necessarily evolved
into a precise science. With practiced eyes, the watermen cull the “busters,” which have begun to
shed, and the “peelers,” which are just about to. And then they wait. The moment the crabs molt,
they are put on ice and rushed to market.The ones that arrive in front of Steve, once the tide
turns and the cook arrives, are so perfect he has no intention of sharing more than one measly
bite with me: dredged in flour and panfried gloriously crisp on the outside, yet soft and melting
inside, with no trace of hardness from the start of a new shell. We end up ordering a platter of
three additional softshells, and demolish every last buttery-sweet bite. Meanwhile, I have first
inhaled my own crabcake dinner, giving up only the one requisite taste to Steve that fair trade
requires. The cake is almost pure crab inside its golden exterior, held together by a bit of mayo, a
wisp of seafood seasoning, and not much else. I’m determined to buy some crabmeat—already
steamed and out of the shell—before Receta leaves the Chesapeake and replicate them
onboard myself.The ducks are gone when we walk back to the boat, and the wind is up. The
nor’wester is on its way.In one corner: The security of a job, a steady income, a home, a daily
routine—comfortable, safe, predictable.In the other corner: Escape from work, winter, and daily
routine; the excitement and risk of the unknown—tempting, and more than a little scary.The five
years of the Five-Year Plan were ticking down. The mortgage was smaller, the work rut deeper.
The stream of boating catalogs and books coming into the house had grown to a torrent.
(Steve’s economizing for the Five-Year Plan did not extend to cutbacks on “educational
materials.”) He was soaking up information like a bilge pad under a leaky diesel: on oceangoing
sailboats, sailing gear, maintenance and repairs, passage-making strategies. By now he had
also put numbers on how much sailing to and through the Caribbean would cost: $1,000 to



$1,500 per month. “That’s only $18,000 a year, max,” he said jubilantly. “Staying here would cost
us way more.”Yeah, and he’d better build in a big cushion for when we came back and didn’t
have any work. Did we—particularly I—really have the nerve to put our careers on hold? If we
dropped out now, in our forties, how would we get back in the market and earn a living when we
returned?And there were other concerns. We don’t have any children, but we do have aging
parents—mine were approaching their eighties; Steve’s their seventies. How could we think
about placing ourselves out of easy reach?Even as I raised objections, I knew I was moving
closer to needing a change. I had been editing the same magazine for seven years, and it had
become all-consuming. My whole identity was defined by what I did to make a living, and I didn’t
like that. Steve was focused on the fact that we were growing older; he watched friends put
things off until “later” when, they said, they’d have more money and fewer responsibilities; by the
time “later” came, they were no longer in good health and and no longer able. “I never want to
find ourselves in that position,” Steve said. “I never want to say, ‘If only . . .’ ”Four years into the
Five-Year Plan, we decide to start shopping for a larger boat. This still doesn’t mean you’ve
agreed to sail off into the sunset, I tell myself. It’s not like you’ve set a date to quit your job and
leave town.We find her in Maine, an aging 42-foot sailboat with classic lines and a fine pedigree.
She appears out of the gloom of a boatyard shed, her varnish gleaming despite a patina of dust,
her graceful hull proclaiming speed and elegance and calling our names. She is the first boat we
look at, and the one that six months and many boatyards later becomes ours.Not even sure
exactly what to inspect when shopping for a boat, I lie down on one of the dust-covered, teak-
slatted seats in the cockpit and stretch out to my full length (admittedly, only five feet, two
inches). I know little about evaluating sail plans and hull condition, but I do know the importance
of being comfy for a nap. Steve, meanwhile, examines under the other seat, checking storage
capacity; he lounges on the coaming beside the wheel, to judge the comfort factor while
steering; he inspects the stainless-steel fittings and—on his hands and knees—the condition of
the nonskid surface on the deck. People fall in love in different ways.Inside, we go through her
with flashlights. The oiled teak that lines her cabins gives her a richness and warmth. So what if
the upholstery is a nubby weave in early-eighties-rec-room turquoise-and-orange stripes?
Cushions can be replaced. Traditional glass prisms are set into her deck to refract sunlight into
the cabins, a bit of boat-building finesse missing on newer sailboats. So what if her electronics
are out of date? A bonus, says Steve: He can buy the new ones he wants, without guilt. Her
sleekness—and Steve’s notebooks full of research—suggest she will sail extremely well. She is
a sloop, with the bonus of a removable inner forestay, Steve explains, so she can fly three sails—
a mainsail, a jib or headsail, and a staysail—giving us several options, an advantage in heavier
winds. She will be fast, as befits a design based on an old racing hull, but also comfortable. So
what if she doesn’t have the space of a more modern cruising boat? We can create more
storage by taking out the second toilet (two toilets on a boat, when we don’t even have two
toilets at home?) and an extra berth. Surely we will never need to sleep seven.The list of
changes grows long enough to make our wallets quiver, but we both feel a powerful affinity for



this boat. For Steve, the graphic designer, to be happy, the form of something must be as
pleasing, as perfect, as the way it functions. “Just look at those lines,” he says longingly, returning
for one last lingering glance as we get ready to leave the shed. I can picture myself cooking in
her snug little galley; entertaining at her varnished table, which can easily seat eight (I’ve already
counted); and curling up with Steve in the berth in her aft cabin. The usual practice of referring to
boats in the feminine has always grated on me, and I’ve always made a point of saying “it.” But
this lovely boat demands to be personified. She is sleek and elegant, but also strong and heavy,
built for the ocean. She inexplicably gives me confidence—a word previously nonexistent in any
sentence that also contained the words “Ann” and “sailboat.”I am still nervous in any wind much
stronger than a zephyr, have never handled any boat larger than a dinghy by myself, have never
spent more than two consecutive weeks living on a sailboat—and have never ever sailed at
night. All of which makes me an extremely unlikely candidate for a two-person, two-year sailing
trip. But here we are in Maine, soon to make an offer on a sailboat to do exactly that.The Tartan
Marine Company produced thirty-four 42-foot sailboats between 1980 and 1984; the one in
Maine is hull number 14, and the name emblazoned on her narrow transom is Diara J. Sailing
lore is unequivocal in the matter of boat names: It’s bad luck to change them. But we have no
connection with Diara J—a conflation of the names of the first owner’s children, the boat broker
told us. The J is an ugly visual afterthought—a child who must have arrived after the boat—and
particularly offensive to Steve. Perhaps we would have stuck with the name anyway, though, had
we not heard the guys around the boatyard talking. “That pretty boat,” they’d say as they climbed
the ladder before the sale to add yet another coat of varnish to the gleaming woodwork, “that
pretty boat with a name that looks like ‘diarrhea.’ ”Receta—pronounced with two short e’s—
means recipe in Spanish. “Because she has all the right ingredients,” I tell everyone who asks.
But there’s more to it than that: I love to cook. Even after—or especially after—my most grueling
days at work, I make dinner from scratch, to relax. I’m always playing in the kitchen, trying new
recipes, experimenting, and Steve is a willing subject. We both love to eat.When Receta arrives
in Toronto on a truck from Maine, we add two more years to the Five-Year Plan. After all, we
need time to get to know each other. And make (and pay for) all those easy changes.The first
844 miles of our trip to the Caribbean—from Toronto to the southern end of Chesapeake Bay—
are a relentless barrage of new places, new people, and new problems. Every day, in fact, brings
a new situation to be tackled, something that didn’t previously exist in my limited repertoire of
boating skills. “How about a day that qualifies as quiet and uneventful?” I complain to my journal.
We seem to have merely replaced our work pressures with a new set of stresses. Still,
something is changing: My daily coffee intake has plummeted to one small cup before we get
underway each morning instead of the maybe eight hefty mugs I used to consume each day. The
stimulation of the new is replacing caffeine.We’re not only expending huge amounts of mental
energy, but also doing much more physical, burn-the-calories type work. Two weeks after we
started out, I had stepped on the scales at a yacht club where we stopped and discovered that
without even trying I weighed less—by a good five pounds—than I had at any time in my adult



life. Skinny-to-start-with Steve has had to punch another hole in his belt to hold his slumping
jeans around his narrowing waist.Maneuvering the boat through the twenty-nine locks of the
New York State Canal System and the one federal lock connecting Lake Ontario to the Hudson
River was the first new-to-both-of-us challenge, complicated by a 65-foot-long battering ram
overhanging Receta by 10 feet at the bow and stern: Since sailboats can’t go through the canal
with their masts up, we are carrying it on deck. The trick is to avoid shish-kebabing other boats
while keeping clear of the rough lock walls. “I guess you want me to do the driving,” Steve says,
knowing full well what my response will be. I’ve yet to maneuver Receta in close quarters, and I
figure a crowded, concrete chamber coated in black-green slime is no place to start. We pick up
only one small scratch before being spit out into the Hudson six days after we pulled into the first
lock. Next up is what has historically been one of the world’s busiest harbors, and with the mast
in its proper place once again, we sail under the George Washington Bridge and into New York
City, tacking back and forth across the river until the Statue of Liberty, her torch thrust into the air,
comes into view ahead, welcoming two more new arrivals.For me, it’s a thrilling homecoming. I
was born and raised in New Jersey; my family still lives here. Docked on the Jersey side of the
river overlooking the Manhattan skyline, we uncork champagne to celebrate with Mom and Dad
and family friends. “You’ll see and hear from us as frequently as ever,” I had promised when Mom
and Dad had worried about our heading off, imagining us far away and out of reach. I hope that
by delivering on that promise so quickly, by having made it, seemingly effortlessly, all the way to
their home turf by boat, they will be more relaxed about our trip.I’m careful, though, to hide my
nervousness about the next phase: my first passages on the Atlantic Ocean, necessary to get us
down the New Jersey coast. “I’m getting tired of the word ‘exhilarating,’ ” I tell Steve after we
complete an intense little stretch of ocean around the very bottom of the state. The
recommended route here, through a maze of shallow, shifting sandbars, takes us nerve-
wrackingly close to the rocky coast at Cape May—so close that from Receta’s cockpit we can
smell the bacon and eggs cooking in the resort town’s kitchens.Your parents think this is all my
idea,” Steve said after we broke the news to the family. “They think I’m trying to kill you.” I’m not
sure what horrified them most: my taking up a lifestyle that seemed fraught with danger, my no
longer being at the other end of a phone any minute of the day, or my giving up a good job.
Steve’s parents are more sanguine: They ask if they can come visit.Staying had begun to seem
as terrifying as leaving. Better to take the risk and go, we decided, than forever regret not going.
There would never be a time that would be absolutely right, and if we waited for it, we would wait
forever. Now, when we—and our parents—were healthy was as good a time as any.Despite my
fears, I had slowly come around to the idea that a boat, which combines the means of getting to
a destination with the place to stay when you arrive, would make it possible to travel for an
extended stretch. And one aspect of traveling this way was particularly appealing: It would mean
having a kitchen with us wherever we went. We’d no longer have to limit our food purchases in
exotic destinations to what we could chill in a hotel ice bucket, prepare with a Swiss Army knife,
and consume with our fingers.The Five-Year—now Seven-Year—Plan had worked. We had no



debts. The mortgage was paid off, so we could rent our house for a source of income. We were
completing new editions of two of Steve’s guidebooks, which would be on the market while we
were gone, for another source of income. We’d even built up a small cash cushion. But we’d also
increased our guesstimate of what the trip would cost: $1,500 to $2,000 a month—not including
the equipment we still needed to buy for Receta along the way. On top of that, I’d padded on a
lavish security blanket to allow for lots of phone calls home and occasional flights to visit
parents.The word drifted out to colleagues, and the endless stream of questions began. How
could we give up two highly coveted jobs and just sail over the horizon? How would we survive
when we returned, jobless and out of the loop? What would we do? It was both unnerving and
enlightening that so many concerns revolved around our work. I heard whiffs of words like
“reckless.” I caught wind of a betting pool on how long it would be—how soon, actually—before
we turned back.I hedged when people asked how long we’d be gone. “One year, maybe two,” I
said. I didn’t want anyone to think I’d failed if I chickened out and we returned after one year.Item
in Day-Timer: Reduce contents of house owned by two packrats to a pile of useful possessions
that will fit into a 42-foot sailboat that is only 12 feet, 3 inches across at her widest point. Most of
Receta, in fact, beyond her bulging midsection, is much narrower.“How many T-shirts do you
think I’ll need?”I was ready to throttle him. “How the hell would I know? Have I ever done this?” If
I was stressed out before, now I was strung so tightly you could pluck chords in my neck. The
last guidebook still wasn’t finished (Steve and his deadlines), and the property manager we’d
hired had already rented our house. The first couple who walked through the door snapped it up,
so there was no leeway in our timetable: We had to be completely moved onto Receta in three
weeks.While Steve wrestled with paring down his T-shirt collection on breaks from his computer,
I packed up the rest of the house. Which cookbooks should I take? Could I live with just one
frying pan? Would my wineglasses survive onboard? Each item required a decision before it
went into a box: Was it destined for the storage locker we’d rented, the yard sale planned at
Steve’s parents’ house, the recycling depot, the garbage, or Receta?The smallest pile was the
one for Receta.As I gamely tried to consolidate a whole pantry’s worth of condiments and spices
into a row that would fit on one tiny shelf, it suddenly hit me: For the next two years, I would be
cooking three meals a day in a space barely four feet square. No dishwasher, no food processor,
no microwave, no electric coffeemaker; just a three-burner propane stove with a Lilliputian oven
and a top-opening fridge and freezer with one-fifth the capacity of the one at home.While Steve
continued to mouse around at his Mac, I gradually moved our downsized possessions aboard. I
had everything tidily stowed by the time he finally started packing and moving his own stuff.
“That locker was for my tools,” he said, swinging open a cupboard door in Receta’s aft cabin. It
was neatly piled with wine bottles, each one carefully swathed in bubble wrap and labeled. He
tried another, less-accessible spot. More wine. “I was gonna put my engine spares there,” he
said with dismay. He lifted the cushions on the forward berth to get at the locker there. It was
filled with nonperishable food, and more wine. Surely he didn’t expect me to leave good food
and our (admittedly mediocre) wine cellar behind? The snarling that ensued did not bode well



for the two years to come.As our August departure approached, the daily to-do lists in my Day-
Timer became more intimidating than any I ever had at the office: Get physicals, eye exams,
dental checkups. Arrange out-of-country medical insurance. Work with family doctor on contents
of onboard medical kit. Reassure parents that we really do know what we’re doing while
doubting that we really do. Assemble navigational charts and cruising guidebooks. Buy new
laptop and equip with software that will allow us—we hope—to stay in touch via e-mail with
friends (including the two who are handling the guidebook distribution business while we’re
gone). Reassure parents, who are not yet on e-mail, that there are indeed telephones throughout
the Caribbean. Enroll in first-aid and CPR course. Reassure parents again. Sign powers of
attorney to allow our accountant to handle our finances while we’re away. See lawyer and
prepare living wills, just in case. Reassure parents (and self) again. Find a buyer for my car and
convince Steve’s parents to store his. See every last friend we’ve got in the city, to say good-bye.
Try not to think about all the things I’ll soon be required to do that I’ve never done before. Like sail
at night.We cut things so close to the deadline that we’re on the deck locking the back door of
our empty house as our new tenants are on the porch unlocking the front. I’ve lost ten pounds
from stress, and my excruciatingly well-organized self is trailing loose ends in all directions.
When Carol, the property manager we hired, tracks me down two days after we move out, she
inquires sweetly, “Did you realize you rented the house with a load of your clothes still in the
dryer?”Chesapeake Bay Crabcakes(in the Style of Ruke’s Store)What makes these cakes so
delicious—besides the freshest possible crabmeat—is their meaty texture: They are almost
entirely crab inside, with just enough bread crumbs to hold them together. The cakes are rolled
in crumbs before frying, which gives them a crispy golden exterior. Serve with lemon quarters
and tartar sauce, if you like.1 pound fresh lump crabmeat, drained1 teaspoon Dijon mustard6
tablespoons mayonnaise1 large egg, beaten1⁄4 cup finely minced onion2 tablespoons finely
chopped flat-leaf parsley1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce1⁄4 teaspoon hot sauce (or to taste)2
teaspoons fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon Old Bay SeasoningFreshly ground black pepper1 cup
fine bread crumbs or matzoh meal (approx.)Butter and/or oil for shallow frying1. Mix together all
ingredients except the bread crumbs and the butter or oil. Add just enough crumbs—about 4
tablespoons—so the crab mixture holds together. Taste and season with additional lemon juice,
hot sauce, and pepper as required.2. Form into 6 cakes. Roll cakes in remaining crumbs. Place
on a baking sheet lined with waxed paper and refrigerate for about an hour.3. Heat a small
amount of butter or oil (I like to use a combination) in a large skillet. Fry until golden brown on
both sides, about 5 minutes per side. Drain on paper towels.Serves 2–3Tips• The cakes can be
deep-fried if desired.• Make bite-size cakes to serve as hors d’oeuvres. They can be fried early
in the day and refrigerated, then reheated briefly on a baking tray in a 350°F oven. Makes 25–30
hors d’oeuvres.In the MarshesOf course, just hearing the names of some of the places on the
Intracoastal Waterway will never ease anyone’s mind about the trip: Dismal Swamp, Alligator
River, Lockwoods Folly, Cape Fear River, Mosquito Lagoon, Haulover Canal, several Hell
Gates . . .JAN AND BILL MOELLER, THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY:A COCKPIT



CRUISING HANDBOOK, 1997Turn left at the bottom of Chesapeake Bay and you’re in the
Atlantic, turn right and you enter the Intracoastal Waterway. Receta turns right.The Intracoastal
Waterway—the ICW—is the highway from the Chesapeake to Miami, the watery equivalent of
I-95. Also called “the Ditch,” it was created to provide a protected inside route for those—like us—
who don’t want to go out on the open ocean when they don’t have to. Officially, the ICW starts in
Massachusetts, goes all the way down the East Coast (though the stretch through New Jersey
isn’t maintained at depths suitable for cruising boats), and then across the Gulf Coast to Texas.
But the heart of the waterway is from Mile 0, at Norfolk, Virginia, at the bottom of Chesapeake
Bay, to Mile 1,095 at Miami: a winding ribbon of rivers, creeks, and man-made canals just inland
of the ocean. This narrow ribbon, protected by barrier islands and low coastal mainland, ties
together pieces of American history—Revolutionary War battlegrounds, the haunts of pirates
and smugglers, plantations once worked by slaves, Civil War forts—as it passes storied cities
such as Charleston, Beaufort, Savannah, and St. Augustine.Occasionally, the route crosses
gloriously open water—Albermarle Sound, Pamlico Sound—but mostly the ICW is too narrow for
us to sail. The channel between the red and green markers has space for two boats to pass but
often not much more, with shoals or deadheads or both off to the sides. The channel markers
wear crowns of thorns, jumbles of sticks that mark the home of osprey and their offspring.
October is too late for young to be in the nests, but sometimes an adult glares down its curved
beak at us as we motor by, or one soars overhead, a fish clutched in its talons.In the MarshesOf
course, just hearing the names of some of the places on the Intracoastal Waterway will never
ease anyone’s mind about the trip: Dismal Swamp, Alligator River, Lockwoods Folly, Cape Fear
River, Mosquito Lagoon, Haulover Canal, several Hell Gates . . .JAN AND BILL MOELLER, THE
INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY:A COCKPIT CRUISING HANDBOOK, 1997Turn left at the bottom
of Chesapeake Bay and you’re in the Atlantic, turn right and you enter the Intracoastal Waterway.
Receta turns right.The Intracoastal Waterway—the ICW—is the highway from the Chesapeake
to Miami, the watery equivalent of I-95. Also called “the Ditch,” it was created to provide a
protected inside route for those—like us—who don’t want to go out on the open ocean when
they don’t have to. Officially, the ICW starts in Massachusetts, goes all the way down the East
Coast (though the stretch through New Jersey isn’t maintained at depths suitable for cruising
boats), and then across the Gulf Coast to Texas. But the heart of the waterway is from Mile 0, at
Norfolk, Virginia, at the bottom of Chesapeake Bay, to Mile 1,095 at Miami: a winding ribbon of
rivers, creeks, and man-made canals just inland of the ocean. This narrow ribbon, protected by
barrier islands and low coastal mainland, ties together pieces of American history—
Revolutionary War battlegrounds, the haunts of pirates and smugglers, plantations once worked
by slaves, Civil War forts—as it passes storied cities such as Charleston, Beaufort, Savannah,
and St. Augustine.Occasionally, the route crosses gloriously open water—Albermarle Sound,
Pamlico Sound—but mostly the ICW is too narrow for us to sail. The channel between the red
and green markers has space for two boats to pass but often not much more, with shoals or
deadheads or both off to the sides. The channel markers wear crowns of thorns, jumbles of



sticks that mark the home of osprey and their offspring. October is too late for young to be in the
nests, but sometimes an adult glares down its curved beak at us as we motor by, or one soars
overhead, a fish clutched in its talons.
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Allen C. Deckard, “Loved the book great inspiration. Really enjoyed the book I can't say I agreed
with every sailing decision but I didn't have to it's not a how to it's a story.Seems like sort of a
simple coming of age story simple beginning middle and ending the writer starts off timid and
grows more confident as it progresses.Take your time reading I didn't find this a book to plow
threw it was there real life journey so I would read a bit wonder where thry were and look it up on
a map they look up a little about each place each location she talks about it easily findable in
detail on Google maps making it feel alive.If your a cook whi h I am NOT you'll love this book far
more than me I'd think. She tries every food made I think and gives the recipe to make it in detail
as the book goes so while they werewasted pages for me I can appreciate them in context.Your
not going to lean to sail your not going to be a better cruiser but if you dream of it or have plans
for it it's just a good feal good story with some very light excitement mixed in but not so much to
scare off anyone.”

Michele, “Run Away From Home For a Few Hours. I love the Caribbean, even going to the semi-
extreme of buying a home on a small island 10 years ago. For me it changed my life.Since then,
I read any and all books about changing one's life by sticking their neck out such as A Trip to the
Beach by Melinda Blanchard.My latest read as I prepared to travel with friends on their motor
yacht in St. Vincent and the Grenadines, as well as Grenada, was "An Embarrassment of
Mangoes" by Ann Vanderhoof. The hostess told me it was "required" onboard reading.Ann
Vanderhoof and her husband Steve Manley shed their jobs and their busy lives in winter gray
Toronto to live a two year dream of sailing from Toronto to the Caribbean and back. They plan
for over five years financially and practically to do this life changing journey.They make their first
ocean crossings alone in a 42 foot sailboat, "Receta". Along the way, Ann, an accomplished
cook in her own right, found new and entertaining foods to work with in her four foot square
galley. She shares not only the story behind the food but the recipes she derived from them.
When local women teach her a dish and their technique to prepare it, she memorializes it forever
for all of us.We forget in our busy world with alphabet electronics that many people still cook on a
flame built with fire, have never had their picture taken, do not have a computer or even have
electricity or running water. There are no recipe books and no "celebrity chefs" to emulate. They
cook as they were taught growing up. But they can surely cook; all the while using ingredients
we eschew or do not look twice at because they are not common to our culture.Ann shares her
failures and her successes in the galley as well as herself and Steve.I started the book on my
Kindle, read parts on the boat's copy (autographed by Ann) and thoroughly enjoyed reading
their adventure as we anchored in the Tobago Cays, Carriacou and then moved on to Grenada.
Sandi and John, our hosts, met Ann and Steve earlier in their adventure as they brought their
boat, "Hanco", down the islands.For our adventure, Sandi wanted to anchor at Hog Island where
Ann and Steve spent the hurricane season in the book before their own boat went into Clarke's



Court Bay Marina for the coming hurricane season.As we attempted to anchor in the mud off
Hog Island, the sail boat next to us radioed we were "slipping" our anchor. We went about
resetting our anchor, which for reasons too long, turned into an embarrassment of anchoring,
when Sandi waved at the next boat shouting "Ann! Steve!" The sailboat next to us was Receta,
occupied by Ann and Steve, with their visitor being Dwight, first introduced in this book.Meeting
Ann and Steve, who now spend much of their time in the Caribbean, was the first time I had the
opportunity to close the circle that never closes when you read someone's personal story. The
reader, as Ann allows here, becomes intimately acquainted with the author and their life but the
reader never gets to reveal themself in return. A one-sided friendship it seems.Ann reveals both
herself and her engaging husband, Steve as they learn and work their way to Grenada. She
shares the people she so engagingly happens upon with her readers and you wish you could not
only be there, but meeting them all as well.In this rare chance to close that circle of knowledge
with an author, I found Ann and Steve to be the people I read about and enjoyed. As a happy
reader it is not easy to restrain yourself from wanting to let Ann know everything you want her to
know about yourself over cocktails and hamburgers.Having read my book on my Kindle I had no
paper book for her to sign. But, I suggested to Ann she autograph the stainless steel back of the
Kindle in Sharpie ink, a first for her. She may well be doing Kindle signings for Spice Necklace
as she was leaving for a book tour.I am now home, enjoying my memories of two weeks in the
Spice Islands, and now enjoying "Spice Necklace".I highly recommend "An Embarrassment of
Mangoes", whether or not you are going to Grenada or contemplating a life changing adventure.
The story is genuine, well written and thoroughly entertaining. If you never leave your easy chair
except to grab some food, you will go somewhere else warm and wonderful that I can confirm is
a reality.As someone who changed their life by going "island time" I truly appreciated this
story.Enjoy a genuine adventure with a genuine tour guide and read this book.”

Austin Scott Collins, “Vivid and Entrancing. There are sailing books about sailing and then there
are sailing books about people and places. This is a sailing book about people, places and
cooking – lots of cooking.If you love food and travel, you will enjoy the heck out of this story for
that alone, even if you couldn't give two hoots about boats. And if you love food, travel, rum, and
the freedom of the open sea, you will love An Embarrassment of Mangoes.Unlike sailing books
that spin terrifying tales of storms and fatigue and jagged rocks and freezing cold and staying
just one half-step ahead of death and calamity, this one weaves a pleasant and engaging story
about a couple who take some time off from their careers to cruise the warm, clear waters of the
Caribbean. Ann and Steve are (mostly) regular, normal folks doing something a lot of people
dream about. They aren't trying to break world records or challenge King Neptune, they just
wanted to get away for a little while, and do it on their own terms. Did I mention that there is
cooking?An Embarrassment of Mangoes follows their experiences as they sail from Toronto to
Trinidad (just off the coast of Venezuela) and back again on board their 42-foot Tartan sloop,
Receta (Spanish for "recipe," many of which you will find interspersed with the text) and their



dinghy, Snack. Ann begins the story admittedly unsure of the whole deal, but soon finds herself
an enthusiastic convert to the life of an oceanic vagabond.Many sailing stories are written by
people who are sailors first, and also just happen to be functionally capable of assembling
sentences in a way that normally doesn't violate the most important rules of grammar, usage and
style too egregiously. Ann Vanderhoof is an entirely different kind of sailing author: she was a
magazine editor before she ever embarked on this trip. Her voice is confident and competent;
her prose is strong and vivid.An Embarrassment of Mangoes is a fine investment of your time,
whether you are secretly dreaming of sailing away someday, or content to enjoy the salty
wanderings of others from the comfort of your living room reading chair.”

Gwen, “Wonderful Book. This is the true story of the adventures of Ann Vanderhoof and her
husband. After becoming tired of their high-pressure life, they buy a sailboat and set sail for the
Caribbean.  This beautifully written book chronicles their journey.”

Rebecca Chandy, “An Excellent Read. This book was quite a surprise. The reviews seemed to
suggest it is pleasant enough. However it was a very interesting read.A good insight on what it
would be to sail a boat through the Caribbeans and the life in the Caribbeans interspersed with
interesting anecdotes and recipes. The recipes in particular interested me. Most of them
seemed doable and though I am yet to try out any, I definitely will, one of these days!”

D Boyle, “A Sailing Adventure for Everyone. Great Book for the person who seeks adventure and
also loves delicious food! This book is fun to read, especially mid winter when oceans and
sailing feel so far away.”

Isabel Costa, “The book was in great condition; however. The book was in great condition;
however, it was a library book with Bar code. It would have been helpful to have known that
before ordering the book.  Other than that, it was as described.”

Kev, “Great condition. Was in very good condition, better than expected.”

The book by Andrea Nguyen has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 456 people have provided feedback.
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